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Forest Park Single Track Advisory Committee Report
SUMMARY
Forest Park is located approximately two miles from downtown Portland. The park serves as a vital
link in the region’s green infrastructure, providing a diversity of native plants, wildlife habitats, clear
streams, and 5,000-acre forest canopy. In 1995, Portland City Council adopted the Forest Park
Natural Resource Management Plan (NRMP) that sets out goals and polices, and guides the
management of the park.
The park contains over 70 miles of recreational trails. All trails are open to pedestrians, hikers, and
runners. Approximately 30 miles of trail are open to bicyclists and 25 miles to equestrians. Bicycles
are allowed on Leif Erikson, other roads, and fire lanes in the park. Currently, bikes have limited
access to single track in Forest Park. Compared to roads, single track is defined as a narrow trail
that has a natural surface and tends to wind around obstacles such as trees, rocks, and bushes.
In April 2008, the League of American Bicyclists named Portland a Platinum Level Bicycle Friendly
Community. Among the recommendations to maintain Platinum level, the League included
“ensure better access to city parks and recreation areas for off-road riding.” One year later, in
response to hundreds of phone calls and letters, Park Commissioner Nick Fish convened a
roundtable to discuss the challenges and opportunities for expanding single track bicycling, and
Portland Parks & Recreation (PP&R) started looking across the park system for possible single track
bicycling locations.
At the direction of Commissioner Fish, PP&R formed the Forest Park Single Track Advisory
Committee (Committee) to explore options for enhancing the single track bicycling experience in
Forest Park. The 1995 Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan set the parameters for
Committee recommendations. The Committee was tasked with proposing recommendations to the
Commissioner and PP&R Director Zari Santner on bicycling opportunities that could be most
easily implemented without major changes to the NRMP, and management options. The
Committee could also recommend no change.
PP&R staff directed the Committee to only consider options in the South and Central Management
Units of the park in keeping with the strategies for managing the resources and recreation
opportunities set forth in the NRMP. In the NRMP, the North Unit is for protection of wildlife
habitat. Allowing cycling on the Wildwood Trail was not an option for consideration by the
Committee.
The Committee started meeting in August 2009; in October 2009 it received planning and technical
assistance through a grant from the National Park Service’s Rivers Trails and Conservation
Assistance. After many difficult meetings, the Committee presented their recommendations to
Commissioner Fish and PP&R Director Zari Santner in June 2010.
The Committee did not reach consensus on any proposed trail actions. The majority of committee
members supported:
• Improvements to fire lanes now open to bicycling,
• Construction of a new single track trail in the South Unit of the park, and
• Improvements and construction of single track trails in utility corridors that would create
additional loops and access from Highway 30 to Leif Erikson Rd.

The Committee also recommended a group of management actions. The top four
recommendations are:
1. Complete a comprehensive wildlife and vegetative study to create a baseline to be used for
management decisions and to better understand the park ecology.
2. Complete a recreational user survey to provide baseline information on usage and needs in
the park.
3. Fund ongoing operations and maintenance.
4. Increase funding for enforcement.
Many individuals on the committee felt strongly that achieving progress on the management actions
was essential to their support of the trail actions.
PROJECT BACKGROUND
Recruitment
Recruitment for the Committee was open. Individuals interested in participating on the Committee
were asked to complete a form stating their interest, affiliations, and goals for participation.
Information about participating on the Committee was distributed via Neighbors West/Northwest,
NW Examiner, neighborhood associations, Office of Neighborhood Involvement notification, and
electronically. Staff talked to representatives of several neighborhood associations, including Forest
Heights and Linnton. The following interests were identified to be represented by the Committee:
Mountain Biking
Environmental/Natural Resources/Research
Neighborhood Associations
y
Linnton
y
Forest Park
y
Neighbors West/Northwest
y
Thurman Gate neighbor
Other users
y
Trail Runners – organized running clubs
y
Equestrians
y
General Park Users
City Staff
y
Park Ranger
y
City Nature West Ecologist/Supervisor
Consultants included:
y
Fire Bureau
y
Bureau Development Services
Once Committee members were identified, the Committee composition was recommended to
Commissioner Fish and Director Santner for final approval. Each of the above identified interests
was represented on the Committee with the exception of equestrians and organized trail runners.
After several attempts to engage and recruit a participant from the trail running community, no
volunteers were identified. The equestrian representative chose not to participate once she learned
that trails open to horse riding would not be impacted. Of the fifteen Committee members, six were
associated with the mountain biking community.
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Protocols
Committee protocols were adopted from Portland Parks & Recreation Public Involvement Policy.
The Committee recruitment process, decision making, and ground rules were based on the Portland
Parks & Recreation Public Involvement Manual. At the September meeting, Committee members
were provided with handouts and discussed expectations for participation and decision making. The
process for making final recommendations were again discussed at both the November and April
Committee meetings. Committee members received all materials for meetings, including meeting
notes, one week prior to each meeting.
Consensus was the agreed-upon decision making process. Consensus for the Committee was
defined as, “A decision which is generally supported by all of the Committee members. Consensus
does not represent unanimity, or full support by the entire Committee, but rather – it represents a
recommendation everyone can live with.”
Staff determined that all recommendations presented at the Public Open House must have
consensus support. The Committee agreed that they would work toward consensus for the final
recommendations, but a simple majority vote would be used if consensus were not achieved.
The information contained in this report represents the entire disposition of each trail and
management action with the accompanying rationale provided by the Committee members.
Program Development
An ambitious process and timeline was originally set for the Committee, but because of discussions
around the Committee’s task, suggested trail actions, and management options, the number and
length of meetings increased. The Committee spent summer/fall 2009 discussing goals, reviewing
allowed uses, and actions in the NRMP. During this time, Committee members and staff gathered
reference materials about Forest Park, mountain biking, and wildlife and vegetation studies. At the
December 2009 meeting, the Committee heard presentations about the Park’s ecology.
To initiate the work on possible opportunities for enhanced mountain biking experience,
Committee members were tasked with mapping and providing a short summary of options. They
were also asked to provide management actions. The winter meetings were spent discussing,
modifying, and eliminating trail options proposed by Committee members. Concurrently, a
subcommittee worked on consolidating and refining the proposed management actions.
During spring 2010, the Committee reached consensus on trail options and management actions to
present at the Public Open House on April 15 and include in the comment form. They used the
May meeting to discuss the comment form results and make their final recommendations. In June
2010, the Committees gave their recommendations to Commissioner Fish and Director Santner.
Notes from the meetings are in Appendix A.
Development of Specific Actions
Committee Generated Actions
The specific trail alignments that the Committee discussed and analyzed were generated from a
“homework” assignment that tasked members to map and write a short description of possible trail
actions (Appendix B). The assignment consisted of generating a list of general actions that the
committee members felt were acceptable. These general actions included both trail
recommendations (such as wind/narrow existing fire lanes) and management actions. Committee
3

members were also tasked with recommending a preferred scenario/alternative consisting of specific
trail actions that they would like to see implemented through this effort. They could submit their
actions individually or work in groups to make proposals. After the assignments were collected, staff
grouped the suggestions into three general scenarios, and generated maps and corresponding text to
describe the trail actions that were contained within these assignments.
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Table 1: Committee Members’ Proposed Trail Actions

Description

A1

Improve Fire Lane #1

A2

Open and improve Fire Lane #4 –
Power Line Corridor

A3

Open Fire Lane #7

Cannot narrow

No

A4

Open and improve Fire Lane #2

No access from
Skyline Blvd

No

A5

Improve Fire Lane #3

Yes

A6

Improve Fire Lane #5

Yes

A7

Trail share Tolinda Trail

Yes

A8

Trail share sections of Gas Line Rd

Yes

A9

Trail share Water Line Trail

No

A10

Trail share Portion of the Maple Trail

A11

Trail share Ridge Trail

A12

Saltzman Rd/FL #5 connector

A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18

Create short connector between FL#4
(Powerline Corridor)and Saltzman Rd
Create a connector between Fire Lane
#1 and Saltzman Rd
Create Yeon Trailhead and trail
connector to Leif Erikson (proposed
Yeon Trail)
Trail share from White Shield to Leif
Erikson
Extension of A14 – create a new trail
to the water tank by White Shield from
proposed Yeon Trailhead
Widen shoulder on NW Skyline Blvd
between Fire Lanes #3 and #5

Notes

Mileage

Consensus to
move forward to
the Open House

Action

Yes
.5 miles

3.5 miles

Yes

No
No

.15 miles

Yes

.5 miles

Yes

.8 miles

No

Old logging
road

.4 miles

Yes

In the plan

.2 miles

Yes

1.5 miles

Yes

Need to work
with PBOT

Yes
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Project staff developed the following three scenarios from the proposed actions that were discussed
and analyzed during a series of meetings.
Trail Option 1
This option included actions that are listed in the NRMP, are open to cycling, and/or located in the
South Management Unit:
A1 – Improve Fire Lane # 1
A5 – Improve Fire Lane #3
A6 – Improve Fire Lane #5
A15 – Create Yeon Trailhead and trail connector to Leif Erikson Rd
A16 – Trail share from White Shield to Leif Erikson Rd
A17 – Extension of A15; create a new trail to the water tank by White Shield from proposed Yeon
Trailhead
Added Action – Build a new trail parallel to Leif Erikson from approximately MP 1.75 to FL #1;
connect with proposed Yeon Trail (A6) for connection to Thurman Gate or White Shield
The Committee agreed by consensus to support presenting Trail Option 1 with the inclusion of the
added action to the public at the Open House. Additionally, the Committee agreed to consult with
the Fire Bureau about the use of fire lanes.
Trail Option 2
This option included all the actions in Trail Option 1 with the addition of the following actions that
are in the Central Management Unit and/or create connector trails for cycling between existing
trails open to cycling:
A2 – Open and improve Fire Lane #4
A12 – Saltzman Rd/FL #5 connector
A13 – Create a short connector between FL #4 and Saltzman Rd
A14 – Create a connector between FL #1 and Saltzman Rd
A18 – Widen shoulder on NW Skyline Blvd between FL #3 and FL #5
The Committee agreed by consensus to drop Action A14 because it would be too difficult to
construct and would impact important oak habitat. They then agreed by consensus to present Trail
Option 2 as modified at the Open House with the additional language agreeing to look at safety,
water quality, and habitat impacts.
Trail Option 3
This option included all the agreed upon actions in Trail Options 1 and 2 with the addition of the
following actions that would open new fire lanes and trails to cycling, including shared use:
A3 – Open Fire Lane #7
A7 – Trail share Tolinda Trail
A8 – Trail share sections of Gas Line Rd
A9 – Trail share Water Line Trail
A10 – Trail share a portion of the Maple Trail
A11 – Trail share Ridge Trail
Added Action – Create a new trail from Leif Erikson Rd south of FL#7, cross Ridge Trail, and back
to Leif Erikson
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The Committee discussed trail sharing as part of this option – allowing bicycling on trail presently
open to pedestrians and/or equestrians, or designating days or time that each user group would have
priority use of the trail. Presently, multiple uses are allowed on roads and fire lanes but not on most
narrow soft surface trails. The majority of Committee members opposed trail sharing which
eliminated many of the actions in this option. The Committee agreed by consensus to add A7 and
A8 – limited to Gas Line Road between Leif Erikson Road and Highway 30 – to Options 1 and 2 for
presentation at the Open House. Both of these trails are not shown in the NRMP and have been
historically used by bicyclists.
In total, twelve trail actions were forwarded to the Open House. The proposed trail actions create
new connectors and loops with existing trails for mountain biking. The trail recommendations that
were not forwarded to the Open House involved some degree of trail sharing or were too difficult to
construct.
The proposed actions from the options presented at the Open House are listed in Table 2; a map is
included in Appendix C:
Table 2: Proposed Trail Actions Presented at the Open House
Proposed Trail Actions
Improvements to FL #1 for mountain biking
Improvements to FL #3 for mountain biking
Improvements to FL #5 for mountain biking
Create Yeon Trailhead and build trail connector to Leif Erikson
Trail share from water tank to Leif Erikson off of NW Gordon
Extension of A4 – build a new trail to the water tank by White Shield from proposed Yeon Trailhead
Build a new trail parallel to Leif Erikson from approximately MP 1.75 to FL #1; connect with
proposed Yeon Trail (A6) for connection to Thurman Gate or White Shield
Build trail at Power Line Corridor (called Fire Lane #4) location to Saltzman Rd
Saltzman Rd/FL #5 connector off of Skyline Blvd
Widen shoulder on NW Skyline Blvd between Fire Lanes #3 and #5. This action is controlled by
Bureau of Transportation.
Opening Tolinda Trail to cycling. This trail is not listed or shown in the NRMP.
Open and rebuild Gas Line Rd below Leif Erikson Rd to cycling. This trail is not listed or shown in
the NRMP.
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Management Actions
The management actions proposed by committee members included:
1. Increase enforcement/compliance (City and self-enforcement) of all park users within the
park, including trails – both designated and illegal.
2. Restoration/Enhancement/Mitigation
• Restore/decommission unsanctioned trails.
• Restore vegetation on unused fire lanes and power line corridors.
3. Conduct wildlife/vegetation impacts study for Forest Park from increased tail users.
4. Conduct a Recreation User Study to quantify need and predict usage patterns of sanctioned
users to look at resource capacity.
5. Install specific use signs for trails.
6. Education
• Increase knowledge of trail etiquette and safety
7. Increase the funding for Forest Park in conjunction with the increase in recreation/trails.
The increased funding should be allocated at the same time that additional trails/increased
use is approved.
A subcommittee refined the options, and after discussion with the full Committee, the management
actions listed in Table 3 were presented at the Open House:
Table 3: Management Actions Presented at the Open House
Proposed Management Actions
Enforcement/Compliance – Increase funding for park rangers to ensure better ability to encourage
compliance with park and trail use guidelines.
Funding – Prioritize funding for construction of new trails AND ongoing operations and maintenance.
Education/Outreach – Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to increase
knowledge of trail etiquette and safety.
Create volunteer foot and bike patrols.
Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances, intersections).
Complete a recreational user survey to provide baseline information on usage and needs in the
park.
Complete a comprehensive wildlife survey to better understand the park ecology.
Monitor the impacts of new trails on vegetation, wildlife, and users.
Decommission illegal trails.
Create a Trails Advisory Group – meet quarterly.
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Public Involvement
Due to the high level of interest in this project, substantial effort was made to ensure that the
process was open and transparent. Committee meetings were open to the public, materials were
published on a project web page, and the public was provided time to comment at each Committee
meeting. Additionally, Committee members were engaged in sharing information on the process
with a variety of constituencies.
The primary opportunity for the public to respond to the work of the committee was provided at the
Open House on April 15, 2010. Outreach for the Open House included fliers, emails, and media
notifications . More than 250 people attended the Open House. The Open House was an
opportunity for the public to view the proposed trail and management actions, and speak with
Portland Parks & Recreation staff and Committee members. Participants were given comment
forms and asked to complete the forms prior to leaving the event (Appendix C).
After the Open House, the comment form was posted on the PP&R website from April 15 to April
29. A total of 1,017 comment forms were completed. 522 respondents indicated that their primary
activity in the parks was mountain bike riding. Of the other uses, 170 respondents indicated their
primary use was running, 151 hiking, 109 walking, 53 to appreciate nature, 6 riding horses, and 6
indicated their primary use in the park was other (495 total). The comment form results are
presented in Appendix C and also are cross-tabulated to show only the responses of the mountain
bikers and only the responses of other users.
The high level of public response to the comment form and this project is indicative of the passion
Portlanders feel for Forest Park, excellent engagement and organizing on the part of advocates on
all sides of the issue, and good availability of information on the project. Overall, the comment form
demonstrated the hard work and collaboration of the Committee in proposing trail actions that were
reasonable.
COMMENT FORM RESULTS
Although this comment form included questions related to general characteristics of Forest Park,
the applicability of the results is limited to better understanding the perceptions of those involved in
the Advisory Committee process. The completion of a comprehensive and representative recreation
survey, as recommended in this report, will help to answer questions related to preferences,
motivations, frequency of use, and satisfaction for users of the park.
General Information
• Respondents were frequent users. 88% of responses stated visitation of park at least once a
month and 52% said weekly or daily.
• Half (51%) of the respondents stated their primary use was mountain biking. 1% (4
responses) said they used horses in the park. Slightly less than half (47.4%) of the
respondents were hikers (14.8%), walkers (10.7%), trail runners (16.7%), and nature
appreciators (5.2%).
• In general, respondents felt the most important part of their experience was trail tread/surface
(30%), peace and quiet (28%), and aesthetics and views (21%).
• More than half of the respondents said they access the park from Thurman Gate.
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Trail Actions
Results regarding trail actions and trail sharing were separated by how respondents identified their
primary use in the park:
Mountain Bikers
• Over 90% want trail sharing.
• Over 90% want new mountain bike single track/trails in the park. The rest thought it would
be best to use existing trails.
Other Users (those who responded their primary use was not mountain biking)
• Approximately 55% did not want to see trail sharing and 40% supported trail sharing.
• When asked how new opportunities should be developed, roughly 45% supported new trails
constructed for mountain biking while about 5% said open existing trails, 15% said open fire
lanes, and about 30% said don’t make any new opportunities.
Cross-Tabulations of Specific Trail Actions
• Mountain bikers were overwhelmingly in support of all of the specific actions proposed by the
Committee.
• In general, other users supported the specific actions that were proposed (all had over 50%
responding in support or strongly support) except for allowing cyclists on the Tolinda Trail
(Action A11) which had slightly under 50% support. Opposition to opening the Tolinda
Trail was just under 50% and not sure/don’t know was nearly 15%.
Management Actions
Respondents were asked to indicate their top three management priorities. Table 4 indicates the
percentage of respondents, separated by user type, who chose a particular action:
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Table 4: Comment Form Results for Proposed Management Actions
Mountain
Bikers

Other
Users

16%

44%

80%

44%

46%

31%

Create volunteer foot and bike patrols.

22%

22%

Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances, intersections).

38%

25%

Complete a recreational user survey to provide baseline information on usage and
needs in the park.

22%

17%

Complete comprehensive wildlife survey to better understand the park ecology.

9%

27%

Monitor the impacts of new trails on vegetation, wildlife, and users.

19%

29%

Decommission illegal trails.

12%

26%

Create a Trails Advisory Group – meet quarterly.

27%

14%

Management Actions
Enforcement/Compliance – Increase funding for park rangers to ensure better
ability to encourage compliance with park and trail use guidelines.
Funding – Prioritize funding for construction of new trails AND ongoing operations
and maintenance.
Education/Outreach – Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to
increase knowledge of trail etiquette and safety.
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COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
Proposed Trail Actions
The Committee did not reach consensus on any of the proposed trail actions. A majority of
Committee members did support the proposed trail actions shown at the Open House that if
implemented would add 8.4 miles of single track trails for mountain biking, creating at least four
new loops. Many Committee members noted in their written comments that their support or
support with reservations for proposed trail actions was qualified; the vegetation, wildlife, and user
studies in the NRMP need to be completed before new single track bicycling trails are built.
Members also coupled their support for the proposed trail actions with increased enforcement (one
additional ranger) specifically targeted within Forest Park to decrease illegal activity, additional
educational outreach efforts to increase stewardship activities, and funding for operations and
management of the park. A few suggested that mountain biking advocates fund trail construction
and that new trails do not increase the financial challenges that already exist within Forest Park.
Consensus was not reached because a minority of Committee members could not support any
proposed trail actions unless management conditions were associated with the actions. They
specifically stated that wildlife and vegetation studies, and the recreation user survey listed in the
NRMP, needed to be completed to determine the carrying capacity of the park before any
recommendations for new trails should go forward. Safety concerns were also expressed. A motion
was put forward to place a moratorium on the development of any new single track bicycling trails
until the studies have been completed. The motion was not supported by the Committee.
Other Committee members supported most or all proposed trail actions because they considered
them reasonable and achievable in a short period of time, they would result in a system of trails that
provide an enhanced user experience for single track riding, and they improved the conditions of
several degraded trails or fire lanes. The proposed actions provide bicycling loops and some
commuter routes. The steep incline of several of the trail options was a concern to some of the
Committee members, who wanted to ensure that the trails were accessible to families and beginning
cyclists. The need for contour trails, rather than straight downhill trails, was emphasized. Also the
proposed improvements provide an opportunity to improve the vegetation by removing invasive
species and replanting native species.
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The Committee’s support, support with reservations or opposition to each proposed trail action is
shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Proposed Trail Actions
Support

Support with
Reservations

Oppose

A1 – Improvements to FL #1

12

2

1

A2 – Improvements to FL #3

14

0

1

A3 – Improvements to FL #5

12

1

2

10

4

1

9

3

3

8

3

4

7

3

5

9

3

3

9

4

2

14

1

0

8

2

5

9

4

2

6

3

6

Action/Trail Segment

A4 – Create Yeon Trailhead and build trail connector
to Leif Erikson Rd
A5 – Trail share from water tank to Leif Erikson off of
NW Gordon
A6 – Extension of A4 – build a new trail to the water
tank by White Shield from proposed Yeon Trailhead
A7 - Build new trail parallel to Leif Erikson from
approximately MP 1.75 to FL #1; connect with
proposed Yeon Trail (A6) for connection to Thurman
Gate or White Shield
A8 - Build trail at Power Line Corridor (called Fire
Lane #4) location to Saltzman Rd
A9 - Saltzman Rd/FL #5 connector off of Skyline Blvd
A10 - Widen shoulder on NW Skyline Blvd between
Fire Lanes #3 and #5. This action is controlled by
Bureau of Transportation.
A11 - Open Tolinda Trail to cycling. This trail is not
listed or shown in the NRMP.
A12 - Open and rebuild Gas Line Rd below Leif
Erikson Rd to cycling. This trail is not listed or shown
in the NRMP.
A13 - Open Fire Lane #7 to biking for connection to
Gas Line Rd

Committee members’ comments regarding the specific trail actions are summarized below. All
Committee members’ comment forms are included in Appendix D.
Improvements to Fire Lanes (Actions 1-3)
Support
• Improves user experience
• Allows opportunities to re-green corridors by planting native trees and shrubs
• Improvements would reduce erosion
• If it is consistent with fire management strategies
• If it does not displace existing users (pedestrians or equestrians)
• Creates adequate parking at Yeon and make this an appealing entrance to the park
• Challenging to implement improvements and maybe costly
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Support with Reservations
• Concerned about trail erosion and damage to trail surfaces from increased use
Create Yeon Trailhead, trail connectors to Leif Erikson, and new trail to water tank at White
Shield (Actions 4 & 6)
Support
• Creates a loop trail with Fire Lane #1
• New connection to Leif Erikson from Highway 30
• Relieves congestion at Thurman Gate
• Closest to city center for easy access and possible commuting options
Support with Reservations
• Concerns about trail erosion
• Try to keep more traffic away from Thurman Gate
• Concerned about expense to build
• Viewed as a long-term objective
Trail share from water tank (White Shield) to Leif Erikson off of NW Gordon (Action 5)
Support
• Alleviate trailhead congestion and user conflict at Thurman Gate
• Close to city center for easy access
Support with Reservations
• NW Gordon is too narrow and already receives much traffic from White Shield
• NW Gordon is not a good access point and there is limited parking
• Short yet potentially useful connection
Oppose
•

The trail is too narrow to share safely.

Build a new trail parallel to Leif Erikson from approximately MP 1.75 to Fire Lane #1;
Connect with proposed Yeon Trail (Action 6) for connection to Thurman Gate or White
Shield (Action 7)
Support
• Creates new single track contoured bicycling trail, accessible to children, beginners and/or
elderly riders
• Needs further study to address feasibility and costs
• Draws bicyclists off of Leif Erikson in an areas heavily used by pedestrians
• Eases congestion at Thurman Gate
Support with Reservations
• Concerned about increased traffic and parking at NW Gordon
Oppose
•
•

Beyond “low hanging fruit”
Need to study wildlife use before other trails are added; concerned this area of the park is
becoming a spider web of trails
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Build trail at Power Line Corridor (Fire Lane #4) location to Saltzman Rd (Action 8)
Support
• Loop options without relying on roadways; important connector
• Away from Thurman Gate
• Within an existing, disturbed corridor
Saltzman Rd/FL #5 Connector off of Skyline (Action 9)
General Comments – short connector
Widen shoulder on NW Skyline between Fire Lanes #3 and #5 (Action 10)
General comments
• Out of scope, better to make loops that don’t require road riding
• Shoulder would be safer for all users
• Creates a safe loop
• Not many users ride up Fire Lane #3 so utility of connecting to Fire Lane #5 is very limited
Open Tolinda Trail to bicycling (Action 11)
Support
• Critical
• Important bicycling route to the St Johns Bridge and NE Portland
• Good single track bicycling experience
• Provides challenging single track riding for advanced bicyclists
• Great opportunity to demonstrate trail sharing
Support with Reservations
• Concerned about proceeding without full wildlife/vegetation information
• Complete user studies first
Oppose
•
•
•
•
•

Additional analysis of both current and potential users
Study the ecology of the area before adding more users
Before the trail is brought into the park system and designated, a more thoughtful and
broader process is warranted
Hiker trail now and do not support shared use of trails
Extremely steep trail and would only accommodate a limited number of advanced cyclists

Open and rebuild Gas Line Rd below Leif Erikson to bicycling (Action 12)
Support
• An existing, disturbed corridor; could improve tread and trail experience for all users
• Great connection within middle of the park from Highway 30
• Would take significant improvements for long-term sustainability
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Support with Reservations
• Gives commuters access to Leif Erikson off of Highway 30, improving bicycling route to St
Johns Bridge
• Complete a detailed natural resource impact survey, especially if the trail would require any
realignment
• Provides a semi-intact connection between Forest Park and the Willamette River for wildlife
Open Fire Lane #7 to cycling for connection to Gas Line Rd (Action 13)
Support
• Only after all other actions and comprehensive studies are completed, and more input
obtained
• This will be a Type III Environmental Review and a non-starter
• Creates options for loops with other fire lanes
• Reduce congestion at Thurman Gate
• Good example of how cyclists and equestrians could co-exist
Support with Reservations
• Probably a Type III Environmental Review
• Need to include equestrians in the conversation
Oppose
•
•
•
•

Encourages some bicyclists to illegally use the many other pedestrian only single track trails
that are connected to it
May lead to illegal cross-connections between the adjacent single track trails
Only route in the park where equestrians are allowed and bicyclists are not
Type III Environmental Review

Proposed Management Actions
The Committee agreed to the following management actions with full support (yes) or majority
support (mixed). Each Committee member was asked to indicate their top three priorities for
management of Forest Park from the list. For those who responded, the number in the last column
of Table 6 indicates the number of times the action was listed as a priority. Many Committee
members stated that these actions needed to be implemented before new trail construction takes
place in the park.
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Table 6: Proposed Management Actions with Prioritization
Committee
Support

List in the Top
3 Priorities

yes

7

yes

7

mixed

1

Create volunteer foot and bike patrols.

yes

3

Decommission illegal trails.

yes

Management Actions with Prioritization
Complete a comprehensive wildlife and vegetative study to create a
baseline to be used for management decisions and to better
understand the park ecology.
Complete a recreational user survey to provide baseline information
on usage and needs in the park.
Create a Park Advisory Group to meet quarterly – purpose of the
group is to bring stakeholders together to coordinate around issues
and communication.

Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to increase
knowledge of trail etiquette and safety.
Increase funding for multiple professional park rangers to ensure
adequate enforcement and compliance with park and trail use
guidelines.

yes

1

yes

3

mixed

2

Fund ongoing operations and maintenance.

yes

7

Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances and
intersections).

yes

Monitor the impacts of trails on vegetation/wildlife/users.

yes

Fund construction of new trails.

Create comprehensive trail plan for Forest Park.

mixed

1

NEXT STEPS
The trail and management recommendations will be considered by Commissioner Fish and Director
Santner. They will decide the priority actions to be taken in Forest Park in context with the NRMP
and other recent documents. If a decision is reached to move forward with the recommendations of
the Committee, Portland Parks & Recreation staff will work with members of the Committee and
others on the layout and design of the trails and implementation of the management actions. Upon
completion of design, staff will complete the required land-use application for submittal to the
Bureau of Development Services for their review for compliance with the NRMP.
CONCLUSION
Committee members and staff faced many challenges with the process. There were a number of
unknowns when the Committee started that were not resolved. One of the biggest challenges was
the type of land use review that would be required under the NRMP for the recommended trail
actions. It was difficult to define “low hanging fruit” without this information. Also, the lack of
baseline data on recreational and wildlife uses meant that recommendations were made with limited
information.
Members expressed concern that the process changed throughout the tenure of the Committee.
The decision making process was established that worked toward consensus for the final
17

recommendations, but a simple majority vote would be used if consensus were not achieved. An
omission and correction of the inclusion of the majority vote statement in the September 2009
meeting notes created confusion and distrust for some Committee members that was not reconciled.
Also, at the beginning, staff proposed and the Committee agreed if consensus was not reached then
there would be both majority and minority reports. This report includes all perspectives. The
minority report included in the appendices with other Committee members’ comments expresses
the views and opinions of two Committee members.
After ten months of working through an array of topics about the ecology, trail uses, management of
Forest Park, land use, and trail and management actions, Committee members understand that the
park faces many challenges. The Committee majority recommends that the Director and
Commissioner consider the twelve specific actions to enhance the mountain biking experience in
Forest Park. Their recommendations are coupled with completing a recreational user survey to
provide baseline information on usage and needs in the park; complete a comprehensive wildlife and
vegetative study to create a baseline to be used for management decisions and to better understand
the park ecology; and additional funding for park operations, maintenance, and enforcement.

Appendices
A. Meeting Notes
B. Homework – Trail Options
C. Comment Form Results
D. Committee Member Comment on Proposed Recommendations
E. Bibliography
Online Document
Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan
http://www.portlandonline.com/bps/index.cfm?c=47529
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APPENDIX A
Meeting Notes
Disclaimer: Notes for each meeting were taken by Portland Parks & Recreation staff and
reviewed by the Advisory Committee. The notes reflect general topics, discussion themes,
and decisions made by the committee.
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Forest Park Single Track Cycling Advisory Committee
August 20, 2009
Meeting Notes
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
 Provide orientation to Forest Park, including Management Plan, trail system, ecological systems
 Introduce committee, clarify roles and responsibilities
 Understand committee task and goals
 Create committee work plan and timeline
Participants
Chris Bernhardt, Tom Archer, John Deshler, Kurt Nelson, Emily Hicks, John Runyon, Les Blaize,
Leslie Hildula, Lori Webb, July Jewell, Chris DiStefano, Jill VanWinkle, Erik Tonkin, Astrid
Dragoy
Notes
I. Welcome and Introductions
5:00 PM
Committee members and staff introduced themselves. Members paired off to go over a series of
questions about their use of the park. The answers will be put into a use and experience matrix.
II. Forest Park 101
Emily Roth and Astrid Dragoy presented information on the Forest Park Natural Resources
Management Plan (FPNRMP) and the day-to-day management of the park. Forest Park is
approximately 5,100 acres of forested land. PP&R manages the park protecting and improving the
ecological health, and recreational uses. Staffing for the park is very limited due to budget
constraints. There is not one person who is assigned solely to the park. The majority of staff time
is spent on maintenance and clean-up, including facilities (restrooms), roads within the park, trash
removal, and cleaning up transient camps. Additionally, specific programs help to address
enforcement of dog policies and supporting forest health.
A 2004 vegetation survey/ecological health survey was completed. The majority of the park is in
fair to healthy condition, with poor and severely graded areas along the edges (attached ratings at
the request of the committee). PP&R has three programs to maintain or improve the health of
the park:
• Protect the Best – work in the areas that have healthy or good ecological ratings.
• Volunteers/No Ivy League – work in areas that are in fair condition.
• Revegetation Program – work in areas that have poor ecological health. They do weed
eradication and planting over many years.
The FPNRM Plan is a City Council-adopted document which guides the uses and development of
the park. The plan lays out the requirements for Type II and Type III land use reviews by the
Bureau of Development Services (BDS). The three most feasible options for increasing single
track opportunities in Forest Park are retrofitting, rerouting, and/or redesignating existing trails,
and creating connector trails.

The park is divided into three segments – northern, central, and southern. The northern portion
of the park is reserved for ecological and habitat purposes. The southern portion is most heavily
used and would pose the greatest potential for user conflict. The central portion of the park has
the majority of single track cycling trails that could be connected to form loops which would
address the needs of the single track community.
III. Committee Goals
Committee goals were reviewed, they are:
• Clearly identify the need for single track cycling
• Develop a common language for single track and trail development
• Set a goal for short-term single track opportunities in Forest Park – short discussion
whether “no action” is a viable alterative. PP&R stated that the role of the committee is
to recommend potential opportunities.
IV. Committee Work Plan
September – introductory meeting and tour
October – agree on framework of discussion (including definitions), review the experience matrix,
opportunities and constraints, possibilities for enhancing the ecology, enforcement, trails
November – continue discussion on possibilities
December – draft recommendation for ecology, monitoring, trails, etc
January – solicit feedback
February – finalize recommendations
V. Next Steps
Committee Meeting: Thursday, September 17, 5:00 PM
Forest Park Conservancy, 1505 NW 23 (phone: 503-223-5449)
The site for the following committee meetings is to be determined.
Thursday, October 22, 5:00 PM
• Thursday, November 19, 5:00 PM
• Thursday, December 17, 5:00 PM
•

Tour: Friday, September 2, 2:00- 6:00 PM
Meet at Hoyt Arboretum (4000 SW Fairview Blvd)
VI. Adjourn

7:00 PM

Forest Park Single Track Cycling Advisory Committee
September 17, 2009
Meeting Minutes
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
 Develop and agree to committee groundrules
 Review committee tasks and goals
 Agree to committee decision making structure
 Agree on common language
 Discuss opportunities and constraints
Participants: Tom Archer, Les Blaize, Leslie Hildula, Judy Jewell, Erik Tonkin, Doug Wittren,
Marcy Houle, Bob Sallinger, Lisa Heigh, Stephen Hatfield, Frank Selker, Erik Tonkin
PP&R Staff: Emily Roth, Elizabeth Kennedy-Wong, Astrid Dragoy, Kurt Nelson, Dan Moeller
Minutes
I. Welcome and Introductions
II. Committee Housekeeping
The committee discussed and agreed to several protocols that will set the stage as to how the
committee works and makes decisions.
Electronic Communication: Parks staff proposed that the committee limit the use of electronic
communication to the sharing of information and not use e-mail as a forum for discussion. There
was some concern shared that this limited peoples natural inclination for discussion. Some
committee members shared that they cannot keep up with high levels of e-mail. The committee
agreed that they would not use e-mail as a format for discussion. They would share information
and they could also ask for items they would like to discuss to be placed on the agenda. The
committee agreed that the appropriate forum for discussion was in meetings where everyone on
the committee had equal opportunity to engage.
Groundrules: The committee agreed to and adopted the groundrules as presented by Parks Staff.
• Arrive on time and be prepared for the meeting topics.
• Follow the topics and time set by the agenda.
• Listen carefully and speak honestly.
• Respect the views and opinions of others.
• Keep an open mind.
• Critique issues, not people or organizations.
• Allow everyone the opportunity to speak once before speaking twice.
• Use discussion to clarify information, not advocate for positions.
• Consider the needs and concerns of the local community and the larger city.
• As a member of the committee, you are a spokesperson for the entire PAC, and that the
views you express publicly as a PAC member must represent the consensus reached by the
entire group
Committee Goals: Committee goals were reviewed, they are:
• Clearly identify the need for single track cycling
• Develop a common language for single track and trail development

•

Set a goal for short-term single track opportunities in Forest Park. The role of the
committee is to recommend potential opportunities for increasing single track riding
opportunities in Forest Park.
Several participants had comments that were supported by the committee:
• Recommendations need to be consistent with the Forest Park Natural Resource
Management Plan
• It is possible that the committee could conclude that there are no single track trail
opportunities – but their job is to look for them
Decision Making: The committee agreed to use consensus as the basis of decision making. The
definition of consensus presented to this committee was: A decision or recommendation is supported
by the committee as long as there is no fundamental opposition. The committee agreed to use a
finger system to signify support 1-finger to signify full support, 2 – fingers to signify support with
some reservations, but nothing serious enough to block progress, 3 – fingers cannot support this
decision or recommendation, fundamental opposition. A decision cannot move forward if any single
participant indicates with 3 fingers their opposition. The group is committed to working through
fundamental issues or concerns. If consensus cannot be reached, recommendations will be made
with the vote of a simple majority.
III. Definitions - The committee agreed to use the trail definitions provided at the meeting – with
modifications to align those definitions with Portland Parks & Recreation Trail Guidelines
(attached)
IV. Information Needs – The committee brainstormed a list of
materials/reports/documents/information that they would like to help inform this discussion. Not
all this information is available. That list included:
y Wildlife Baseline – will have to use studies from others.
y Mt. Bike Impacts on wildlife, vegetation, watersheds – research, studies
y Contour Map that includes – park sections, forest health, trails
y Data/Research on trail interactions – different use types, conflict
y What is the cost of the program?
y Management
y Maintenance
y Enforcement
y Environmental Education
y Parks Bureau Budget
y How do we identify need? How do we measure use?
y Oregon SCORPS data
y Fire Bureau Information on firelane use in the park
y Forest Park Conservancy White Paper
y Parks 2020 Vision
y Trend Data
Participants then discussed prioritization of information and who would have access to what sources.
This list will be put into a spread sheet and tracked as it is gathered (attached). All information will
also be posted online at: http://www.portlandonline.com/parks/index.cfm?c=51017
Various committee members volunteered to help gather information (see matrix)
At the end of the meeting, the committee briefly reviewed the matrix that was created from the
interviews conducted at the first meeting. Based on those interviews, the committee shared the
following values:

y
y
y
y

A park that is well maintained
Solitude in nature
Interaction with nature
Some constraint is acceptable for all user types

V. Next Steps
Our next steps are to gather the identified information. Staff also offered to try to coordinate a tour
of the park for the members not able to join the first.
The site for the following committee meetings is to be determined.
Thursday, October 22, 5:00 PM (changed to Wednesday, Oct. 28)
• Thursday, November 19, 5:00 PM
• Thursday, December 17, 5:00 PM
•

VI. Adjourn

7:00 PM

Forest Park Single Track Cycling Advisory Committee
October 28, 2009
Meeting Outcomes/Goal
Clarify committee’s role and responsibilities
Understand committee’s task and goals
Clear up misunderstandings that have been sent in various emails
Participants: Nick Fish, Commissioner of Parks; Zari Santner, PP&R Director; Emily Hicks,
Policy Coordinator for Commissioner Fish
Committee Members
Erik Tonkin, NW Trail Alliance
Frank Selker, NW Trail Alliance
Lisa Heigh, General Park User, Runner
Les Blaze, Neighborhood Northwest
Doug Wittren, Linnton Neighborhood
Marcy Houle, Biologist and Park Historian
Jill van Winkle, International Mountain Biking Association
Chris Bernhardt, Trail Consultant
Stephen Hatfield, Forest Park Conservancy
Tom Archer, NW Trail Alliance
Portland Parks & Recreation Staff
Emily Roth, Natural Resource Planner and Project Manager
Elizabeth Kennedy-Wong, Public Involvement Manager
Astrid Dragoy, City Nature West Zone Manager
Dan Moeller, City Nature West Zone Supervisor
Kurt Nelson, Park Ranger Supervisor
Brett Horner, Planning Manager
Dan Miller, Community Planner, Rivers, Trails & Conservation Assistance Program National Park
Service
Members of the Public (from sign-in sheet; others were present but did not sign in)
Leslie Labbe, Elizabeth Friedenwald, Barbara Blaize, Arnold Rochlin, Georgia Schnell, Pat Wall
Meeting Summary
Everyone introduced themselves and gave a one sentence description of why they are attending the
meeting.
Commissioner Fish welcomed the group and thanked the committee for volunteering their time.
Highlights from his remarks include:
•
•

The city is growing with many new user groups that Portland Parks & Recreation needs to find
ways to accommodate
The Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan sets the parameters for what the
committee can do

•

•

His personal ethic – engages the public, take the temperature, and come together for civic
dialogue. He urged the committee to take up the opportunity to have the conversation. We
should not be afraid of talking to each other.
Let the process take place – nothing has been decided in advance; is there a consensus that can
be reached; look for the low hanging fruit; and come to the table to exchange ideas.

Director Zari Santner also welcomed the group and thanked the committee for their time and effort.
Highlights from her remarks include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Forest Part is a jewel in our park system, an urban wilderness, and everyone here agrees that this
resource needs to be protected and enhanced.
People enjoy the park for many reasons – health, natural area, exercise
PP&R would have liked to have addressed off-road cycling in the City in a comprehensive
manner but because of limited resources was not able to undertake the effort at this time. We
are, however, also looking at off-road cycling opportunities at Gateway Green and Powell Butte.
In Forest Park – look to enhance the experience for cyclists while ensuring the safety of all users
and is consistent with the management plan
Asked the committee to give recommendations that meet specific agreed upon criteria and to
identify options.
Told the committee that the burden of proof would be on them to convince her that the Maple
Trail would be safe for multiple uses and not compromise the health of the environment.

Commissioner Fish then responded to statements he had received in numerous emails and he and
Director Santner answered questions related to the statements.

Forest Park Off-Road Cycling Advisory Committee
November 19, 2009
5:00 – 7:00 PM
City Hall, Rose Room, 1221 SW 4th Ave, 3rd Floor
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
 Reaffirm understanding of project directives
 Clarify difference between committee role and legal/permitting process
 Agree to project timeline and work plan
Meeting Notes
Attending
Committee Members: Eric Tonkin, Frank Selker, Bob Sallinger, John Runyon, Stephen Hatfield,
John Deshler, Doug Wittren, Leslie Hildula, Les Blaize, Judy Jewell, Marci Houle
Staff: Emily Roth, PP&R; Elizabeth Kennedy-Wong, PP&R; Dan Moeller, PP&R; Kurt Nelson,
PP&R; Dan Miller, NPS; Emily Hicks, Commission Fish’s Office
I. Welcome and Introductions
Those present agreed that the direction they heard from Commissioner Fish and Director Santner
was to work together to find agreement, use the management plan as a guide, trust BDS to be the
final enforcer of the management plan.
A question came up about what the committee agreed to regarding decision making. From the
September 17 meeting notes:
Decision Making: The committee agreed to use consensus as the basis of decision making. The
definition of consensus presented to this committee was: A decision or recommendation is
supported by the committee as long as there is no fundamental opposition. The committee agreed
to use a finger system to signify support: 1finger to signify full support, 2 fingers to signify support
with some reservations, but nothing serious enough to block progress, 3 fingers cannot support
this decision or recommendation, fundamental opposition. A decision cannot move forward if any
single participant indicates with 3 fingers their opposition. The group is committed to working
through fundamental issues or concerns. If consensus cannot be reached, recommendations will
be made with the vote of a simple majority.
II. Where do we go from here?
The original timeline was modified to extend through Spring 2010 when the committee
recommendations will be forwarded to the Commissioner and Director. The committee agreed to
the extended timeline.
III. The committee reviewed the Land Use Review Process. Materials were distributed on the
requirements and differences between Type I, II, and III Land Use reviews. The committee was
reminded that this process would not consider any trails that would require a Type III review.
IV. Opportunities and Constraints
The committee was directed to review Chapter 8. Implementation Procedures of the Forest Park
Natural Resource Management Plan. This section of the plan references allowed uses and actions

and also identifies uses that would need further review. This section also contains a list of projects
and the required review. The Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan supercedes all
other zoning and code requirements.
Once the committee has identified general suggestions for single track trails, the Bureau of
Development Services can be brought in to discuss how those recommendations fit in with their
interpretation of the FPNRMP.
Any recommendation of the committee will need to include trail use, user compliance, education
and identify restoration opportunities.
The committee was given a “homework” assignment. Each committee member was given a map
of Forest Park showing ecological health, topography, and existing trails. Committee members
were encouraged to work together to identify potential single track trail opportunities.
“Homework” will be turned in at the December meeting and staff will combine the results,
identify common suggestions and themes and share the work back with the committee in January.
V. Committee check-in
Members of the committee were asked if they supported the work of the committee as discussed at
this meeting, were willing to work collaboratively to identify options to increase single track (does
not mean they must find it, but look for it) and agreed to appropriately represent the work of the
committee in public. If they could not do that, they were asked to consider their participation.
Everyone on the committee in attendance agreed to work together according to the direction laid
out by Commissioner Fish, Director Santner and parks staff.
VI. Meeting Schedule
The next meetings are scheduled for December 17, January 14, February 4, February 25
All meetings are scheduled from 5:00 to 7:00 PM.
VII. Public Comment
Approximately 10 community members were in attendance. Comments ranged from specific
suggestions about trail development (height and hardening) to questions about process and the
role of BDS.
VIII. Adjourned

Forest Park Off-Road Cycling Advisory Committee
December 17, 2009
5:00 – 7:00 PM
The Portland Building, Room C, 2nd Floor
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
 Provide information on Forest Park
o Ecological
o Program – including restoration, management, enforcement/ stewardship
 The information provide will inform committees work to identify trail locations
Attending
Committee Members: Tom Archer, Chris Bernhardt, Chris Distefeno, Frank Selker, Bob
Sallinger, John Runyon, Stephen Hatfield, John Deshler, Doug Wittren, Les Blaize, Marci Houle,
Lisa Heigh, Chris Sautter
PP&R Staff: Emily Roth, Elizabeth Kennedy-Wong, Dan Moeller, Kurt Nelson, Kendra PetersenMorgan
Public: Barbara Blaize, Catherine Thompson, Cindy Price, John Houle, Nick Gibson, Chris Sautter
Meeting Notes
I. Welcome and Introductions
EKW
a. Timeline update – Handout – Process and Timeline

5:00 PM

II. Forest Park 201 – summary of three main point for trail planning
5:20 PM
a. Pigmy Owls – John Deshler
1. Most nest in the North Unit of the park
2. “Whole forest birds” – nest in structurally complex forests
3. Owls and other animals live in the interior forest, away from the edge.
b. Ecological Perspective – Marci Houle
1. 117 species of native birds and 52 species of mammals
2. The Park is a wildlife corridor linking the Willamette to the Coast Range
3. Founders of Forest Park had two major goals: Protect wildlife and resources, and
maintain its wilderness values
c. Forest Health and Enhancement – Kendra Petersen-Morgan
1. Active management and restoration with volunteers, Protect the Best, contract
crews, and PP&R field staff.
2. Science based approach to management
3. Numerous species that are uncommon to our area.
d. Management and Stewardship – Dan Moeller
1. Numerous management challenges with very little staff and resources
2. Power Easements throughout the park that need to be checked for compliance
3. Staffing – CN West: 7.5 FTE for the entire Westside, 40 parks, 6000 acres and
180 miles of trails
e. Compliance– Kurt Nelson

1. Seen evidence of bicycles on every trail in Forest Park.
2. Parks enforcement ability is very limited – warning and then exclusion if repeat.
3. Bikes are low on the challenges facing parks with only 1 full-time ranger.
III. Questions/Comments/Discussion

EKW

6:45 PM

What is the definition of wilderness?
Lots of people weighed in – basically there was agreement that the definition of wilderness is value
based and extremely subjective. There was general agreement that there is some sense of structurally
intact habitats and a way for people to connect to nature.
If you had an ideal scenario – how many rangers would you have in Forest Park?
Kurt stated that he did not view parks in isolation of each other but rather as parts of an entire system.
If pressed, he would say one full-time ranger.
Leif Erikson Drive appears to be a breaking point for invasive species? Why is that? Would
have to look at how invasive species are transported. Highly invasive species are dispersed by tires,
hikers, wind and animals. Species like ivy are dispersed by birds and thus found throughout the park.
What are the biggest ecological problems in Forest Park?
y Invasive species
y Limited diversity – disturbed biodiversity – perpetuated by invasive species
What can I do to deal with people who will not leash their dogs?
If you can get the license of the car, Parks Rangers can use that information to ask as the complainant
and get Multnomah County to issue a citation.
How do you quantify complaints?
We track calls – often get calls about dog bites, some about bikes going downhill too fast. Last year we
got 4400 calls regarding dogs and about 50 regarding bikes.
What makes the “Dogs in the Environment” program successful?
The program provides funds for dedicated staff. Increased staff is able to increase presence, enforce
message and rules. They are able to connect consequences to rule violations.
One of the challenges with the Off-Leash Dog Programs was that concessions were made to increase
access to park land for dogs, with a commitment to an increase in enforcement for dog owners who
didn’t follow the rules. That increase in enforcement never happened. Some in the environmental
community feel duped by the lack of reciprocity.
General Enforcement Discussion: I am in Forest Park on many roads and trails. I am asking
questions about numbers because it has not been my experience that there are a lot of problems with
people and bicycles.
All user groups are increasing – increased use will lead to increased misuse – enforcement is an effective
tool, but good management is better than enforcement.
IV. Adjourn

7:00 PM

Forest Park Off-Road Cycling Advisory Committee
January 14, 2010
5:00 – 7:00 PM
City Hall, Lovejoy Room, 2nd Floor
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
 Understand “The Ride”
 Define trail criteria (removed)
 Review “Homework”
o Identify shared suggestions, suggestions that need more discussion and suggestions
that are unlikely or challenging to implement
Meeting Notes
I. Welcome and Introductions

Emily Roth

5:00 PM

Attending: Erik Tonkin, Tom Archer, Frank Selker, Chris Bernhardt, Jill Van Winkle, Chris
DiStefano, Bob Sallinger, John Runyon, Stephen Hatfield, John Deshler, Doug Wittren, Leslie
Hildula, Les Blaize, Judy Jewell, Marci Houle, Lisa Heigh
II. The Off-Road Cycling, Single
Track Experience – aka “the Ride”

Frank Selker
Erik Tonkin, Jill Van Winkle

5:10 PM

Jill Van Winkle – Gave a short review of peer reviewed trail management studies (will post
reference list) concerning soil movement and trail trampling for mountain biking compared to
hiking and equestrian use. The studies show that there are no statistical differences except for
horse use. The literature states that the soil is more likely to erode when wet. She also talked
about the impact to water system – sedimentation and erosion from poorly built trail. For impacts
to wildlife, different studies show a range of results based on species. She concluded that when
building trails that all ecosystem functions need to be considered, and encouraging everyone to do
their own research.
Frank Selker – Frank continued the discussion on the literature studies with a comparison that
mountain bikers flushed eagles less than hikers. He talked about the National Park Service
Report: Assessing and Understanding Trail Degradation: Results from Big South Fork National
River and Recreational Area (2006; posted on project website) done by Jeff Marion that used trail
transects to look at impacts from different uses. The study showed that cycling impacts were less
than hikers mainly because the mountain biking trails had less slope. He then reiterated what he
heard from the last presentation that the real threat to Forest Park
is invasive weeds and that the mountain biking community could assist in stewardship activities.
He concluded that the Maple Trail is approximately 10% of the trail miles in the park (not
including roads) and if shared than that would mean less than 5% of the trails system would be
opened to mountain bikes.
Erik Tonkin - Erik talked about the user experience in Forest Park. He explained that mountain
bikers are active participants in the natural world as they ride. He said that Forest Park could

provide 100% of the user experience that cyclists are looking for in the ride – close (minimal travel
time), quiet, and safe. Forest Park is missing the single track trails that follow the contour lines.
He explained that the natural experience is enhanced on the trail by looking forward to what is
around the corner.
The group had a short discussion about the literature and the experience that was cut short so that
other agenda items could be discussed. The group agreed to continue the discussion at the next
meeting.
III. Review project criteria
Emily Roth
5:30 PM
Removed from the agenda
IV. Unveil homework results
Dan Miller
5:45 PM
Common ground
Room for discussion
Unlikely suspects
Handout – Summary of Forest park Cycling Committee Assignments (January 14, 2010)
Dan asked the committee to review the General Proposed/Acceptable Actions for both Trails &
Roads, and Management. The first discussion centered on the Management Actions. The bullets
list was modified as follows:
 Increase enforcement/compliance (City and Self-enforcement) of all park users within the
park, including trails – both designated and demand.
 Restoration/Enhancement/Mitigation
o Restore/decommission rogue (illegal) trails
o Regreen unnecessary fire lanes and power line corridors
 Conduct wildlife/vegetation impacts study for Forest Park from increased tail users
 Conduct a Recreation User Study to quantify need and predict usage patterns of sanctioned
users to look a resource capacity.
 Install specific use signs for trails.
 Education
o Public about the decisions and outcomes of this process
o Trails open to mountain biking
 Increase the funding for Forest Park in conjunction with the increase in recreation/trails.
The increased funding should be allocated at the same time that additional trails/increased
use is approved.
The group agreed to revisit the Management Actions at the next meeting for agreement.
Next, the group discussed the General Proposed /Acceptable Actions for Trails & Roads. The
group discussed the actions and clarified that the committee was deciding to include the actions in
future discussions. The group agreed to revisit the Trail and Road Actions at the next meeting for
agreement.
 Convert and open existing fire lanes to mountain bikes in South and Central Units,
depending on information from the Fire Bureau.
 Improve/Narrow/Wind/Re-green existing fire lanes/roads open to mountain bikes
 Create connectors that link existing roads and fire lanes to create loops.
 Trail sharing – opening some of select trails to mountain bikers potentially with day and
directional restrictions.
V. Public Comment
Public comments included:

All

6:50 PM

 Mountain bikers are looking for a natural experience in Forest Park, similar to hikers but on
a bike. The present roads available are not single track.
 Safety is a big concern. The committee should also be taking into consideration the safety
of all users on shared trails.
 Is there a need for additional mountain biking in Forest Park, that every park/facility is
appropriate for all uses.
 It is often difficult to share trails because of safety concerns for hikers and runners. Also, is
the city liable for accidents?
 Do the studies pertain to the soils found in the northwest/Forest Park?
VI. Next Meeting
Emily Roth
7:00 PM
February 4, 2010 starting at 5:00 and going to 7:30. Dinner will be provided.
Handouts: Process and Timeline
Summary maps and members’ narratives from the homework assignment
VII. Adjourn
7:05 PM

Forest Park Off-Road Cycling Advisory Committee Notes
February 4, 2010
5:00 – 7:30 PM
City Hall, Rose Room, 3rd Floor
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
Develop consensus on management and trail guidelines
Share and discuss potential trail scenarios based on committee homework
Discuss role of literature and Forest Park Management Plan

y
y
y

Attending:
Committee Members: Erik Tonkin, Tom Archer, Frank Selker, Chris Bernhardt, Jill VanWinkle,
Chris DiStefeno, Bob Sallinger, Stephen Hatfield, John Deshler, Doug Wittren, Leslie Hildula, Les
Blaize, Judy Jewell, Marcy Houle, Lisa Heigh
Staff: Elizabeth Kennedy-Wong, PP&R; Emily Roth, PP&R; Dan Miller, NPS; Dan Moeller,
PP&R; Emily Hicks, Commissioner Fish’s Office
Notes
Project Timeline
Handout – updating the timeline
Meeting Dates
Agreed to Feb 25 and March 4
Elizabeth will send out a Survey Monkey request for additional dates in March and April.
Review Notes
Notes were accepted with limited discussion.
General Actions – based on committee homework
The updated actions were included in the Jan. 14 meetings notes, and posted for discussion. The
committee agreed that the General Actions in the handout, updated Feb. 17, 2010 would be used to
frame future discussions (see handout,).
Trail Options
Reviewed the Preferred Actions from the homework assignments that would most likely be allowed
in a Type II Land Use review. Committee members added other option. See attachment for
revised list.
Three trail network options developed from the homework assignments completed by committee
members were presented.
Option 1 – Improvements Allowed in the FPNRMP
This option includes improvements to Fire Lanes 1, 3, and 5, construction of the proposed Yeon
Trail from Highway 30 and trail sharing from White Shield to Leif Erikson. The committee added
the addition to the proposed Yeon Trail to connect to the White Shield property.

Option 2 – Open & Improve Fire Lane 4 with Connector and share Maple Trail
This option includes all off Option 1 as modified, improvements to Fire Lane 4 with a connecting
trail to Fire Lane 1 and Saltzman Road. Approximately 3.2 miles of the Maple Trail from the
connection with Fire Lane 3 to Leif Erikson would be a shared trail.
Option 3 – Open &/or Improve Fire Lanes with Connectors and Trail Sharing
This option includes all of Option 2 with the addition of opening Fire Lane 7 (cannot narrow),
improve the Gasline Trail to NW Bridge Ave., and trail sharing the Ridge Trail.
Discussion
The following items were brought up in the discussion:
• How is trail sharing defined? This will be up to the committee to decide.
• Look at trail sharing on Tolinda to make a better connector from the Linnton
neighborhood.
• Widen the shoulder on Skyline between fire lanes to create a loop.
• Suggestion to look at long term options - committee agreed that their task was to
focus on short term opportunities – things that are doable within the existing FPMP
(low-hanging fruit)
• Can we get resources from the Bicycle Master Plan?
• Definition of Single Track from committee member – single track is performance
based – single track suggests that you cannot ride two abreast without difficulty –
single track is performance based
Information Resources
The articles have been posted on the project website and committee members are encouraged to
read them and submit others. The articles represent a variety of perspectives and experiences. The
purpose of the information is to inform the committee of the breadth and diversity of information
on the topic.
Public Comment
y Its hard to imagine alternating trails
• Safety of all users
• Encouraged everyone to get out in the Park to look at all alternatives
• Encouraged by how process is being run
Parking Lot Issues
• How do we incorporate other bureaus into the discussion (Fire, BDS)
• Bicycle Standard in the FPNRMP on page 174.
• Trail Design – accommodate emergency vehicles and single track use.

Forest Park Off-Road Cycling Advisory Committee
February 25, 2010
5:00 – 7:30 PM
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
y Discuss recent illegal trail activities in Forest Park
y Discuss management recommendations that would provide Portland Parks & Recreation
additional tools to address inappropriate activities in natural areas
Notes
Illegal Trails
Park Rangers were notified of an illegal biking trail in Forest Park on February 10. They are
working with the Portland Police on the investigation. Rangers are continuing to patrol the area.
Staff will be monitoring the site for a number of years to make sure the new vegetation that will be
planted takes hold.
NW Trail Alliance will hold a work party in the spring. They also agreed to post signs on the trail
telling people to stay off, write a press release, help with maintenance short-term, and assist with
long-term restoration.
Director Zari Santner
It will take years to erase the damage caused by this trail. We need to come together to work harder
to identify opportunities for biking and also come up with recommendations for management
strategies and policies that have adequate resources to allow them to be successful.
The protection of the ecological and natural resource value of the park is paramount.
Recommendations have to meet that goal and be consistent with PP&R’s management plan. This is
the most important thing the committee can do for the park. When the committee comes up with
recommendations, they must be coupled with strategic management policies and identifiable
resources. You must be steadfast about not moving forward without these in place.
We need to make the effort to educate people about the ecological value of this resource. Other
partners need to be at the table as we move forward towards implementation. The work of the
committee is even more important now.
Committee Discussion
•

•
•

It’s important to realize this is just the tip of the iceberg. Three things come out of each
committee process: Creating more opportunities, educational outreach, and enforcement.
We do well with the first and second, but not so well on the third.
Forest Park can’t carry the increased use. It’s not just about bikes – the park is totally out of
control. Nothing has been done with the 15 year old plan.
Zari – recent events need to galvanize the committee even more to come up with options
that protect the health of the park. The rate of success will diminish without these options.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Funding of wildlife studies is important to protect the park. Illegal trail building isn’t new
and we can’t say it won’t happen again. We need to consider ourselves trail stewards first
and bikers second. The original charge of the committee was to look at expanding single
track opportunities for cyclists, but the charge has been expanded to look at whether or not
to expand these opportunities. I’m hearing now that the committee thinks they should make
broad policy recommendations, but we don’t have the authority to do this. We should
disband the committee and form another to look at these broader issues as we don’t have the
time to deviate to this purpose now.
Zari – The committee’s charge was not only to determine how, but where or if to provide
biking opportunities. If there are recommendations, they need to be coupled with
management strategies. We’re not changing the committee’s direction. We need to look to
other areas to accommodate other kinds of bike uses, such as the Gateway Green area.
Forest Park isn’t appropriate to meet all biking needs. Overuse at an unsustainable rate
causes the spread of more invasives and more illicit use. Is limiting the general use of Forest
Park realistic? Is it the goal to limit general use? How would enforcement happen? Parks
and the Forest Park Conservancy can bring in a lot of volunteers and resources can include
dollars, manpower or expertise. Once you have a plan and know your strategies, then you
can focus on what needs to be done. Some parks have foot patrols because Park Rangers
can’t be everywhere.
EKW – We’re asking the committee to develop recommendations, not come up with a plan.
The committee needs to develop recommendations for increasing options and management
opportunities/tools.
Wishes the committee was geared more to a long-term solution to mountain biking.
There’s 70 miles of trails in the park and I wish we could say we were adding X amount of
trails for biking.
EKW – Wishes to reflect on themes she’s hearing:
o All are very concerned for Forest Park.
o Everyone understands that it’s a valuable resource.
o Are there opportunities to create access for other users?
o The number of users is increasing.
o There’s a need for resources and the amount government can supply is declining.
o The City can’t do it all and they need others to help commit time and energy so
people get what they want.
EKW – Wanted people to talk more tonight specifically about which management policies
and recommendations we think can/need to be put into place and who can provide them.
We’ve already identified management actions.
What can the private sector do to meet the needs of single track bikers? Why can’t a parcel
of land be purchased for that purpose? If biking communities have so much money, they
should buy some land and make it the way they want it. Get the City to help rather than try
to cram the use into a park.
Studies haven’t been done yet on connector trails. Worries that if the studies aren’t done, if
we don’t follow the management plan and do enforcement, we will lose what we care about.
There are safety issues. There may be other places that are better.
Emily – Every trail suggested would require a type 2 environmental review under the FPMP.
Parks would have to say what’s the least damaging environmental impact as BDS won’t
approve the trail otherwise. There are many things to look at – safety, sight lines and many
steps that come after the recommendations.

•
•
•

•
•
•

The City hasn’t done the work on who uses the park. It’s not about bikes, it’s about the
park. Believes trails would be a Type 3 review.
Emily – BDS said not all trails need to be built 8’ wide for bikes.
There are rules to follow – have respect for the process. With the correct management we
can handle the capacity. I’d like to see another Park Ranger added so they can be assigned to
enforcement on the west side.
We need to be clear about what we can accomplish. The charge of the committee was to
make recommendations by Spring 2010, but this won’t happen without trail sharing.
Zari – The recommendations have to be consistent with the management plan.
EKW – Several constituencies:
o Enthusiasm about finding opportunities for single track biking in Forest Park
o Others who are skeptical and want to make sure we’re doing it right.
o Others think parks are too crowded and there’s no room for bikes.
The task of the committee has not changed.

Public comment period
• The committee needs to recommend small trails for bikes or there will be more rogue trails.
People are upset and angry about being shut out.
• Illegal trail building is not an isolated incident. This has been going on for years in
Washington Park. Until the rogue trails are rehabbed, we shouldn’t even consider building
any new trails.
• This is not an unmet need, but rather an unmet desire.
• We shouldn’t be moving ahead at all without enforcement. What about getting citizens
involved with volunteer enforcement?
• We shouldn’t be moving ahead at all until the park is studied.
• The rogue trail was built by a very small number of riders and punishing responsible riders is
unfair.
• It sounds like this is a “done deal.” Cautions Comm. Fish, PP&R, and the committee about
not including the general public in the discussions.
EKW – The recommendation from the committee could be that bike trails are not appropriate. We
contacted hundreds of people and tried hard to let people know about the process. We will have
open houses and take public comments after the committee makes their recommendations. Then
we will go back and refine them to take to Zari and Comm. Fish. There will be time for additional
comments at this point.
Are there specific recommendations?
• Volunteer patrol
• Must look at safety
Zari – A planning process is always stressful. You should always come into the process with good
intentions because if you have prescribed ideas, what’s the point of the process? PP&R can’t
accomplish what we need to do without input from groups like this. We’re not interested in a
recommendation that’s inconsistent with the management plan. There also has to be a regional look
beyond the City of Portland and we must convince others in the region to be a part of this as we’re
all working towards the health of the park.

Forest Park Off-Road Cycling Advisory Committee
March 4, 2010
5:00 – 7:30 PM
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
y Reaffirm committee goals and timeline
y Discuss trail options
Meeting Notes
Attending: Erik Tonkin, Judy Jewell, Frank Selker, Lisa Heigh, Tom Archer, Stephen Hatfield, Jill
VanWinkle, Chris DiStefeno, Chris Bernhardt, Les Blaize, Leslie Hildula, Marcy Houle, Bob
Sallinger, John Deshler, Doug Wittren
Staff: Dan Miller, NPS; Emily Hicks, Emily Roth, Elizabeth Kennedy Wong, Dave McAllister,
Dan Moeller
Notes from February 25 meeting will be available soon.
Report from Portland Fire & Rescue
Battalion Chief Chris Babcock and Lieutenant Mathew Silva attended the meeting to talk to the
committee about Portland Fire & Rescue use of fire lanes in Forest Park. Battalion Chief Babcock
and Lieutenant Silva provided the committee with an overview of the services available to Forest
Park. There are four stations close to the park with two stations having fire fighting equipment.
Depending on activity, availability and proximity – any one of the four stations could respond to an
incident. In the past 5 years, Portland Fire & Rescue have responded to 16 calls in Forest Park
(there may have been more but the data is difficult to sort). The majority of calls received from
visitors to the park were medically related. Of the calls – 6 were trauma, 6 fire, 1 cardiac, 1 sick, and
2 not specified. Leif Erikson Road is their freeway and the fire lanes provide closer access for
responding. Fire & Rescue patrol Forest Park in the summer (July to October) on a weekly basis for
training, to familiarize themselves with the park and to look at maintenance issues.
They listed the challenges for emergency response:
Access
Identifying location
Cell reception
Weather
Time of day
The Battalion Chief and Lieutenant discussed some concerns about the state of the emergency
access into Forest Park. They are working with Dan Moeller on the bigger picture of safety and fire
throughout the park. Through the discussion, it became clear that there are no “hard and fast”
standards for fire lanes and access. It is a relationship between Portland Parks & Recreation and the
Portland Fire & Rescue.

Fire Lane 4 is not a fire lane. It is a powerline corridor.
Questions from committee?
1. Can you redesign fire lanes? Is there a way to improve fire/emergency access and mountain
biking? Fire & Rescue responded that they like the most direct access route and want to
reduce conflict with other users.
2. What access does Fire & Rescue need in the park? Concerned about extinguishing fires and
responding to emergencies.
3. Do you expect incident responses to increase as use increases? Yes
4. Are cardiac materials carried on ATVs? Yes
5. Can fire vehicles go on trails other than Emergency Access Routes (fire lanes)? This is very
difficult; usually have to hike in on trails.
6. Are all fires fought? Yes, they are not allowed to burn uncontrolled.
Management Actions
Committee members were asked to bring three specific management actions to the meeting. Parks
& Recreation staff proposed that a subcommittee* be created to take the list of actions suggested by
the full committee and prepare a set of recommendations. These recommendations would be
discussed, modified and approved by the committee. They will be presented with the Trail Options
at the Open House for public comment.
* The subcommittee is Lisa Heigh, Stephen Hatfield, Tom Archer and Jill VanWinkle.
Trail Options
Trail Option 1 Scenario
This scenario includes the following actions:
A1 – Improve Fire Lane # 1
A5 – Improve Fire Lane #3
A6 – Improve Fire Lane #5
A15 – Create Yeon Trailhead and trail connector to Leif Erikson
A16 – Trail Share from White Shield to Leif Erikson
A17 – Extension of A15 – create a new trail to the water tank by White Shield from proposed Yeon
Trailhead.
Committee Comments:
• Fire Lane 1 is too steep for anyone to ride (except Erik)
• Can we get return access on to Leif Erikson Drive?
• Les proposed a new trail running parallel to Leif Erikson Drive between Leif and Fire
Lane 1 along the contour going to Thurman.
*The committee agreed by consensus to support presenting Trail Option 1 with the inclusion of the
“Blaize Trail” to the public at the Open House. Additionally the committee agreed to consult with
the Fire Bureau about use of Fire Lanes.
Trail Option 2 Scenario
This scenario includes all the actions in Trail Option 1 with the addition of the following actions:
A2 – Open and Improve Fire Lane #4
A12 – Saltzman Road/FL#5 connector
A13 – Create a short connector between FL #4 and Saltzman Rd.

A14 – Create a connector between FL #1 and Saltzman Rd.
A18 – Widen Shoulder on NW Skyline Blvd. between FLs #3 and #5.
Committee Comments:
• Need to be aware of Oak habitat in this area
• Drop Action A14 and look for a street connector
• Take into account water quality at FL #4
• Ensure there is a safe intersection at FL#4 and the Maple Trail
• Study the wildlife impacts
*The committee agreed by consensus to drop Action A14. They then agreed by consensus to
present Trail Option 2 as modified at the Open House with the additional language agreeing to look
at safety, water quality and habitat impacts.
Public Comment
One observer was pleased and impressed with the group and their progress.
Next Meeting
March 30, 2010
Lovejoy Room, City Hall
5:00 PM – 7:30 PM

Forest Park Single Track Cycling Advisory Committee
March 30, 2010
5:00 – 7:30 PM
Lovejoy Room, City Hall
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
y Discuss trail options
y Introduce Management Options
Attending: Erik Tonkin, Judy Jewell, Frank Selker, Lisa Heigh, Tom Archer, Stephen Hatfield, Jill
VanWinkle, Chris DiStefeno, Chris Bernhardt, Les Blaize, Leslie Hildula, Marcy Houle, Bob
Sallinger, John Deshler, Doug Wittren, John Runyon
Staff: Dan Miller, NPS; Emily Hicks, Emily Roth, Elizabeth Kennedy Wong, Kurt Nelson, Dan
Moeller
Meeting Notes
I. Committee Business
Notes from February 25 meeting will be available at the April 15 meeting
March 4 Notes – there were no comments on the notes from the March 4 meeting
II. Trail Options
Review Agreements – The committee briefly reviewed Trail Options I and II. Both options were
referred by consensus to be reviewed by the public at the Open House on April 20th.
Trail Option III – Staff began the discussion by asking the committee if they could support Trail
System III (Option 3) as presented. Seven (7) committee members raised red cards indicating
their concern with all or portions of the option as presented. At this time, various concerns were
raised including: the need to modify and/or improve the segments within the option; the need to
discuss proposals concerning sharing trails; and the concern about impacting and/or interfering
with the experience of current trail users.
Given this discussion, each trail segment of Option III was then presented by staff. The
committee was asked to indicate their support for moving the trail segment forward as a
recommendation for the Open House presentation.
The following are the results of the committee’s response to each trail segment. Comments are
from red card holders (green – agree; yellow – can live with it; red-oppose).
Action/Trail Segment
Red
Yellow
Green
A3 /Open Fire Lane #7
6
4
2
Comments:
• Due to the steep nature of the trail it would take significant work to make the segment
functional

•
•

Web of trails in this part of the park that would make compliance difficult
Equestrians allowed on the trail and they are not part of the committee and thus cannot weigh
in on the decision
• Cannot narrow or realign because of easements so does not meet purpose of the committee to
have more single track options
• Doesn’t fall under Type II (staff comment: unknown at this time)
• Should be part of a comprehensive trail plan
A3’/Open Fire Lane 7A and Gas Line
7
8
Road to Leif Erickson
Comments:
• Could support opening Gas Line Road to Hwy 30 below Leif Erikson
• No value added
• Would provide access from Highway 30
• Very steep, would need to rebuild
A7 /Trail share Tolinda Trail
5
4
5
Comments:
• Concerned about the trail share option
• This is not “low hanging fruit”
• Trail sharing is inconsistent with the FPMP (staff comment: unknown at this time)
• Would like to limit trails and activities toward the north end of the park
• This trail is not needed for near term access
A8 – Trail share sections of Gas Line
2
2
11
below Leif
A20/ create a new trail parallel to Leif
7
5
1
Erikson from FL #7, cross Ridge back to
Leif Erikson
Comments:
• Too close to the north unit
(ran out of discussion time)

After reviewing the trail segments above it became clear that several committee members were not
able to support specific trail segments because they relied on trail sharing as a strategy to provide
access. The committee was then asked if they could support trail sharing. There was a significant
amount of disagreement around how and whether trail sharing was a viable option.
The committee was asked to indicate if they could support trail sharing.
Trail sharing

6 Red

2 Yellow

6 Green

A suggestion was made to look at trails where use is unclear or not described in the management
plan. One committee member suggested that Gas Line Road be reviewed again at the next
meeting.
None of the other trail segments in Option III was discussed.
III. Management Options - The options developed by the subcommittee were distributed. The
committee was asked to forward comments regarding omissions or changes to Emily. The
Management Options to be forwarded to the Open House for public comment will be determined
at the next meeting.

IV. Public Comment
y Committee did a good job, we need to consider giving bikes access to people coming to the
park from North Portland, trail sharing is a longer term approach to the park
y Concerned about ambiguity of the process, liked the collaborative feel of the committee,
concerned about disrespectful behavior of committee members toward others online
y Feel good about balance of committee member perspectives, likes that people stood up against
trail sharing
y There is a difference between a virtual park and a real park, concerned about illegal riding,
why does it make sense to increase access when we cannot handle what we have
y Glad it is almost over!
V. Adjourn

7:30 PM

Next Meeting
April 15, 2010
Rose Room, City Hall
5:00 PM – 8:00 PM

Forest Park Off-Road Cycling Advisory Committee
April 15, 2010
5:00 – 8:00 PM
Rose Room, City Hall
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
y Finalize trail option recommendations for Open House
y Agree on Management Options for the Open House

Notes
Attending: Erik Tonkin, Judy Jewell, Frank Selker, Lisa Heigh, Tom Archer, Stephen Hatfield,
Chris DiStefeno, Doug Wittren, Chris Bernhardt, Les Blaize, Leslie Hildula, Marcy Houle, Bob
Sallinger, John Deshler, John Runyon
Staff: Dan Miller (NPS), Emily Hicks, Emily Roth, Elizabeth Kennedy Wong, Kurt Nelson, Dan
Moeller
I. Note from Commissioner Fish – Emily Hicks
Commissioner Fish thanked the committee for the work they have done to date. He encourages the
committee to bring as many options forward as possible to the open house. Encourages everyone to
attend the open house and hear from the public.
II. Committee Business
1. Notes from February 25 meeting were discussed. A committee member brought up that the
notes did not reflect the detail of many comments. It was explained that the meeting notes are
intended to reflect discussion topics and outcomes. Notes are not provided to reflect conversation
details. We agreed to include language in the notes that states the notes “reflect discussion topics
and outcomes. These notes do not reflect conversation details.”
2. March 30 Notes were modified to reflect:
• Consensus agreement needed to carry action to the open house
• Concern that the nature of the process only allowed opposition to speak
• One committee member voted in opposition to be given the floor
• There was a reference in the meeting regarding a BDS email – For the record – there is no
existing formal recommendation from BDS on any of the potential actions or recommendations
• It would be helpful to look at trail options in a context – not as isolated bits
3. Open House – The goal of the Open House is to represent the work of the committee to the
public and give them an opportunity to respond. The format of the Open House was described as
well as the process for community to provide feedback.
4. Several issues regarding the process were addressed
a. The suggestion that the rules have changed – they have, we know more now than we did
when we started and that has changed how we proceed.

b. We said we would vote if consensus was not possible – we did agree to vote for final
recommendations from the committee – Staff proposed to use consensus for
recommendations to the Open House.
c. Staff – after debriefing the last meeting, decided that we needed to give more opportunity
to discuss the Pro’s and the Con’s of the options. It was rightly pointed out that very
little opportunity was given to the committee to discuss the relative merits of the options.
Additionally, very little discussion happened around trail sharing. Before anyone can
decide against it, it deserves more discussion.
d. Type III Land Use Review – Parks has stated that it will not approve options that are type
III reviews. What we realized into the process was that we did not know whether some
things were type II or type III – now we are asking the committee to make
recommendations without the certainty of review type. After the Open House – we have
a meeting planned with BDS to give us their sense of the entire package and not bits and
pieces.
III. Management Options – Lisa Heigh
Lisa asked for questions or comments on the proposed management options. Mark Warrington,
PP&R Security Coordinator, talked about the enforcement issues surrounding parks and that he
and Kurt Nelson are putting together a comprehensive enforcement package to take to the Park’s
Board. He asked that the committee’s enforcement recommendation be more general to fit within
the package. The comprehensive proposal includes additional rangers that would allow for a
volunteer ranger corps. He encouraged the committee to make enforcement a priority and to
support additional rangers in the park system. He cautioned that additional citation authority is
difficult to manage and isn’t critical right now.
IV. General Trail Sharing Discussion – Emily Roth
Committee members discussed trail sharing definitions, experiences and concerns:
• Need good signage and mapping
• Federal Agencies and others often have a distinction: Opened for… and Managed for…
• Not willing to displace people without a recreation survey
• Limited share use to help protect dominated use. Is it possible to allow a demonstration project?
• Will the condition of the trails allow for trail sharing?
V. Trail Option III – Elizabeth Kennedy-Wong
Reviewed the agreed upon options.
Continued discussion of Actions in Trail Option III to forward to the open house.
The following are the results of the committee’s response to each trail segment. (green – agree;
yellow – can live with it; red – oppose).
Action/Trail Segment
Red
Yellow
Green
A7/ Trail Share Tolinda Trail
1*
5
8
Pro’s
Pretty, access from St. Johns, bike only trail
Con’s
Birds, parking limited, primitive trail (would need work), “taking away” from peds
(do defined use for this trail)
U’s
Bike only, wildlife review of area
A8/ Gas Line Road from Bridge 0
5
8
Road to Leif
Pro’s

Would provide access from Highway 30, connection to Saltzman
Con’s
Very steep, would need to rebuild
U’s
Include disclaimer with this recommendation about
A9/ Trail share Water Line
4
7
3
Pro’s
Could limit use, could improve trail, provides access from Forest Heights
Con’s
Need to slow down crossing Wildwood Trail, erosion concerns for a fall-line trail
(could be addressed with design), not helpful without Tolinda, no parking
U’s
A/11 Trail Share Ridge
8
2
3
Pro’s
Primary pedestrian access from St. Johns
Con’s
University of Portland runners use the trail, high density trail
U’s
A/10 Trail Share a section of the 10
1
3
Maple Trail
Pro’s
Create loops
Con’s
Huge hurdle to implement, would alienate many people
U’s
Reconsidered FL 7 phased with
2
1
10
Gas Line from Bridge Rd to
Leif Erikson
Pro’s
Good option if Gasline is included as phase 1
Con’s
U’s
Reconsidered FL 7 without Gas 4
7
2
Line Road
Pro’s
Con’s
U’s

* Changed card to yellow via email to the committee
VI. Public Comment
y Multi-use of trails doesn’t take away safety or use. This is not unique.
y Great job tonight. It will be important to explain to the public how recommendations were
carried forward to the public.
y There has been inappropriate material about a particular committee member posted on
bikeportland.org. Would like an explanation why this is happening.
y There is a constituency for no or limited additional mountain biking in Forest Park. The
mountain bikers can in with unreasonable expectation. No option is also an option. Need a
disclaimer for land-use and environmental review.
VII. Adjourn

8:00 PM
Next Meeting
TBD

Forest Park Single Track Cycling Advisory Committee
May 24, 2010
5:00 – 8:00 PM
Lovejoy Room, City Hall
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
y Develop recommendations for Commissioner Fish and Director Santner
o Management Options
o Trail Options
Meeting Notes
Attending: Erik Tonkin, Tom Archer, Frank Selker, Jill VanWinkle, Chris DiStefano, Bob
Sallinger, John Runyon, Stephen Hatfield, John Deshler, Doug Wittren, Leslie Hildula, Les Blaize,
Judy Jewell, Marcy Houle, Lisa Heigh
Staff: Jim Blackwood, Com. Fish’s Office; Lisa Frank, PP&R Intern; Elizabeth Kennedy Wong,
David McAllister, Dan Moeller, Kurt Nelson, Emily Roth, Dan Miller, NPS
I. Committee Business
•
April 15 Notes: Committee members brought up concerns about decision-making process.
Committee process, as established in September, is that the group will try to reach
consensus. If no consensus can be reached, the committee will vote and the opinion
presented to the Director and Commissioner will be the majority opinion, with opposing
opinions included via the comment forms. Comments should be high-level and concise.
•
Concern about representation of hikers, equestrians, and runners on the committee. Some
members expressed concern that the committee does currently represent hikers and runners
II. Information Review
5:20 PM
1. City Club Report
David McAllister
• Parks is looking at the draft of the City Club report and overall, there are no surprises.
Parks is aware that there are funding issues and issues of balancing different uses of the
park to serve users while protecting natural resources.
• The work of this committee continues to be relevant and useful in regards to the issues
raised in the report.
• There is a public forum on May 26th and the City Club will vote on the report on June 4th.
Committee members are encouraged to attend.
2. Comment Form Summary
Dan Miller
• The full 230 pages of responses were made available to committee members.
• The survey was not scientific. It represents the opinion of 1,017 individuals, many of
whom are regular park users and are passionate on either side of the issue.
• Results of the survey are broken into cyclists and non-cyclists. About 50% of respondents
are cyclists, 20% runners, and 25% hikers, walkers, and nature-appreciators. More than

•

•
•

half enter the park through the Thurman Gate and live less than 10 miles from where they
enter the park.
The most important qualities of trails for respondents included tread (which was
particularly important to cyclists), and peacefulness/views (mainly for non-cyclists).
Respondents could mark more than one answer for this.
70% thought trail-sharing should be considered but this proportion was much lower for
non-cyclists.
93% of cyclists and 46% of non-cyclists said building new trails should be the #1 way to
provide more access to the park.
I am age
35-44

387

38.8%

25-34

245

24.6%

45-59

228

22.9%

60-79

108

10.8%

16-24

22

2.2%

7

0.7%

80 & over

3. BDS Staff to Staff Conversation Emily Roth
• This was a staff-to-staff informal meeting. BDS will not make any formal decisions until
Parks has submitted a land-use application.
• Improving Fire Lanes 1, 3 and 5 are maintenance as long as they stay within the present
corridor. Outside the corridor it would be a Type II Environmental Review. Also, must
meet the standards for fire lanes.
• Adding bike access to FL 7 would be a Type III review.
• Tolinda and Gasline trails are not currently in the Forest Park Natural Resource
Management Plan (NRMP) and so would be considered new construction as a Type II
review.
• Trail sharing is considered a Type III review unless the plan already includes trail-sharing,
in which case it is a Type II.
• The plan does not give priority for actions in terms of order (such as determining carrying
capacity before building new trails) but this does NOT mean that officials will not take
these issues into account. It simply is not specified in the plan.
4. Fire Bureau
Emily Roth and Dan Moeller
• Standards for fire lanes are in the NRMP pages 173-174: they must be passable by 4-wheel
drive pickups throughout the summer, the corridor must be 12 feet wide (it may contain
shrubs that can be impacted but no trees) and 11 feet high.
• Changes to FL 1 and 3 could improve Fire Bureau access. Changes to FL 5 would have no
effect since it is a dead-end.
• There is no net negative change to Fire Bureau access but changes that increase park usage
must be accompanied by changes to increase Fire Bureau access proportionately, such as
improvements to Leif Erickson. Issues with where ATVs and other vehicles are currently
stationed are being discussed by the Wildfire Technical Advisory Committee.
5. Recreation Survey
Emily Roth
• Parks is doing a recreation survey with PSU. More information cannot be given so as to
avoid skewing the survey.

•

Concerns were raised about other studies that were not compiled for the committee.
Available research was online for committee members to access, and it is impossible to
digest all the information throughout the process.

III. Public Comment
• Impressed with process overall but too many issues are controversial and there are many
unanswered questions such as the Lewis and Clark study
• Disappointed by Parks response to studies and reports, says a lot is being shoved under the
rug and wants a moratorium on new trails and access.
• Meeting leaders rolling eyes makes it seem like the process doesn’t matter and blows
people off, ignores them.
• There’s new information so committee can’t just live by the agenda.
• Was running with dogs and had safe, polite encounter with cyclist and volunteer pulling
ivy on Tolinda Trail.
• There are a lot of words around problems but there are plenty of trails where everyone can
be happy.
• Another constituency is disabled users, who are mentioned many times in the NRMP but
currently only have one accessible trail (Balch Creek).
• Has taken friends up various trails to assess accessibility and concluded some small
improvements like benches along Leif Erikson can greatly improve accessibility.
• Problems with process: there are members on either side in good faith, but Parks is either
biased or changing tunes with issues like fire lanes, so people question what the rules are.
• There should be more consideration to the system as an ecological region.
• Enjoys full use and wants cyclists to also enjoy the park but is not in favor of shared use;
prefers opening new trails but is concerned about increased use over time with population
growth and other factors.
• Process is not democratic. Only 3 of the 95 communities of Portland are represented on
the committee, and even some adjacent to the park aren’t.
• Concerned with representation of hikers/joggers/birdwatchers, over-representation of
cyclists. Cycling population is very organized and vocal; walks every day in the park but
unaware of process until saw mention of open house in NW Examiner.
• Survey was confusing, map labels were too small, minutes not detailed.
• Didn’t realize one of main purposes of committee was to decide if there should be any
increase at all, wants Park to be seen as wildlife refuge.
• Neurosurgeon and thinks shared trail use is dangerous and that the City will be liable for
accidents. Analogy with cyclists sharing roads with cars.
• Loves birds, nature, just wants the group to do what’s right for the Park because its
Portland’s jewel and should be saved.
IV. Management Recommendations
Results of survey were spread among all the actions. New trails received the most votes (effect of
most survey responders being cyclists). At this meeting, edits were made to the recommendations as
seen below. “Mixed” indicates some opposition whereas “yes” indicates full support.
Management Actions and Recommendations

Committee
Support

Complete a comprehensive wildlife and vegetative study to create a baseline to
be used for management decisions and to better understand the park ecology

yes

Complete a recreational users survey to provide baseline information on usage
and needs in the park

yes

Create a Park Advisory Group to meet quarterly

mixed

Create volunteer foot and bike patrols

yes

Decommission illegal trails

yes

Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to increase knowledge of
trail etiquette and safety

yes

Increase funding for multiple professional park rangers to ensure adequate
enforcement and compliance with park and trail use guidelines

yes

Fund construction of new trails

mixed

Fund ongoing operations and maintenance

yes

Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances and intersections)

yes

Monitor the impacts of trails on vegetation/wildlife/users

yes

Create comprehensive trail plan for Forest Park

mixed

Concerns
• Citation authority would help enforce rules but is not possible with the current ranger
capacity (1 ranger), and would be dangerous for rangers.
• Could change character of park if too many rangers and bright signs everywhere.
• Enforcement was voted as the most important issue for some committee members but not
a majority.
• Timeline issues: the Plan itself doesn’t specify order of actions.
• “Prioritize” removed from statements about funding new and ongoing trail maintenance,
and these recommendations were separated, due to some strong opposition to new trails
and an interest in keeping all recommendations value-neutral.
• Outreach and education viewed as less efficient than posting signs.
• Comprehensive trail plan already exists in the form of the management plan so creating a
new one would be unnecessary and time-consuming.
V. Trail Actions
EKW
7:00 PM
The following are the results of the committee’s response to each trail segment. (green – support;
yellow – can live with it; red-oppose).
Action/Trail Segment
A1 – Improvements to FL #1
A2 – Improvements to FL #3
A3 – Improvements to FL #5
A4 – Create Yeon Trailhead and build trail connector
to Leif Erikson
A5 – Trail share from water tank to Leif Erikson off of
NW Gordon
A6 – Extension of A4 – build a new trail to the water tank
by White Shield from proposed NW Yeon Trailhead

Support

Oppose

12
14
12
10

Support with
Reservations
2
0
1
4

9

3

3

8

3

4

1
1
2
1

A7 - Build new trail parallel to Leif Erikson from
approximately MP 1.75 to FL #1; connect with propose
Yeon Trail (A6) for connection to Thurman Gate or White
Shield
A8 - Build trail at Power Line Corridor (called Fire Lane
#4) location to Saltzman Road.
A9 - Saltzman Rd/FL 5 connector off of Skyline Blvd.
A10 - Widen Shoulder on NW Skyline Blvd. between Fire
Lanes. This action is controlled by Bureau of
Transportation.
A11 - Opening Tolinda Trail to cycling. This trail is not
listed or shown in the NRMP.
A12 - Open and rebuild Gas Line Rd below Leif Erikson
Rd. to cycling. This trail is not listed or shown in the
NRMP.
A13 - Open Fire Lane #7 to biking for connection to Gas
Line Trail.

7

3

5

9

3

3

9
14

4
1

2
0

8

2

5

9

4

2

6

3

6

VI. Check-in
EKW
7:45 PM
Committee members should complete their comment forms (be concise!) and send them to EKW
by Thursday, May 27. An email will be sent with the electronic version of the form and contact
information. These forms will be sent to the Director and Commissioner along with a staff report of
the committee’s work. A final meeting will be scheduled with the Commissioner and Director for
the Committee to present and discuss their recommendations.

Forest Park Single Track Cycling Advisory Committee
June 14, 2010
5:00 – 6:30 PM
The Portland Building, 2nd Floor, Room B
Meeting Outcomes/Goals
•
Represent the work of the committee to Director Santner and Commissioner Fish
•
Director and Commissioner will share next steps with the committee
Attending: Tom Archer, Frank Selker, Chris Bernhardt, Jill VanWinkle, Chris DiStefano, Stephen
Hatfield, John Deshler, Doug Wittren, Leslie Hildula, Les Blaize, Marcy Houle, Lisa Heigh
Staff: Commissioner Fish, PP&R Director Zari Santner, Lisa Frank, Emily Hicks, Elizabeth
Kennedy-Wong, Dan Miller, Dan Moeller
Notes
I. Welcome and Introductions
Commissioner Fish
5:00 PM
Les moved to start the meeting and Marcy notified attendees that she would be taping the
meeting. Commissioner Fish welcomed attendees and thanked them for spending 9 months
developing trail options and management recommendations. The Commissioner mentioned the
passion of the committee and the success of the open house and surveys which generated more
than 1000 responses. Staff were thanked.
II. Committee Business
Elizabeth Kennedy-Wong
5:05 PM
May 24 Notes: Minutes say committee decided on consensus not majority vote and a member
claimed there had been a private conversation in which it was decided to use a majority vote. Staff
responded process from the beginning was that the committee would attempt to reach consensus
and then use a majority vote if consensus was not possible. Otherwise, minutes were acceptable.
Committee Process: Some members uncomfortable with lack of consensus and lack of
running/hiking/equestrian groups in favor of bikers. Staff responded that the committee was never
supposed to represent particular groups but rather interests, and interests among members are
diverse and representative of park users.
III. Remarks
Dan Miller
5:10 PM
Democracy and collaboration are messy and ugly by nature but that Nick and Zari put their best
foot forward in this process. In representing constituents, yes, there were more bikers but this
group is about biking so you need bikers. Dan joined the process in October when the committee
was discussing trail-sharing on Maple and Wildwood: for those who think the City has an agenda,
look at how much has changed since then. Neither group is happy so we found the middle ground!
Most of the changes are about improving and re-greening fire lanes, and were supported at the
open house and by most committee members.
The process is defensible. Members had homework to think outside the box, 5-10 years down the
road. 18 actions narrowed to 12 for the open house via consensus, then more than 1000 responses

were received on these actions. About half were bikers, and results were analyzed as a whole, and
by bikers/non-bikers. No group had a majority opposition to any recommendation. The process
was long and painful but they did a good job. Finally, members voted on actions and then
submitted feedback.
Further comments on the draft report will be taken through Monday at 9 AM.
IV. Review of Committee Work
DM
5:20 PM
Trail Actions: page 4-5 of the draft report, yes/no indicates if there was consensus.
Management Actions: page 11, DM highlighted the top three (1, 2, and 7 in report).
V. Committee Comments
EKW
5:30 PM
Members were given 2 minutes each to talk and were reminded to speak only for themselves, not
for any other groups or individuals. Many wanted more time.
• SH: broad consensus on park needs, surveys, rangers. Embrace synergy, City Club report.
Need for more holistic look for region not just Forest Park, FP alone can’t meet all single
track recreation needs. Noted FL7 not sent to open house but committee voted on it
afterwards.
• FS: not a biological/ecological issue, it’s about use. Some want more, others less. Cyclists
are stewards too and have as much concern about park, turning them away isn’t good for
park. Opponents got powerful veto before open house, so relatively small changes. FP is
very special to all. Thanks.
• CD: charged with writing reasonable recommendations and did that, not very grand or
radical or difficult, not making FP an experiment. Challenges in use, civic pride, what we
do dictates how we take care of FP in future. Mountain biking not a consumptive activity,
bikers are also stewards.
• TA: somewhat disappointed by outcome but not surprised, fairly narrow consensus.
Opposition within committee, will continue. It’s up to PP&R to take leadership role now
and decide what’s right for the park. NWTA wants to help but needs willing partner.
• JVW: Thanks, challenging process, PP&R needs us to be stewards and help. Now,
consider how to move forward balancing growing recreation needs. Having people outside
playing in the woods, exercising is a good thing, also balance with safety. Can’t expect park
to serve all needs, acquire more land for recreation and open space. Changing ways we use
park, trail is not new or unique to biking; running population totally different 20 yrs ago.
• MH: has been contacting the Commissioner, brought 50 letters, 100s from special interest
mountain bikers, but thousands from constituents who love FP. Most are cyclists also,
Mazamas, neighborhood associations, Powell Butte, physicians. Quote from Fish about
ensuring all voices are heard, letters urge don’t go forward before studies, opposed to trail
sharing.
• LB: report is same as at start, ignored stewards of resource. Not about bikes/runners etc,
Park comes 1st. Assure public that it won’t negatively affect resource carrying capacity.
There is no low-hanging fruit, changes violate OR land use law, Fish will be responsible.
He was clueless at beginning and should listen to professionals.
• CB: extremely painful process, walked out once. Thanked participants. Tried to provide
technical expertise on trails (with Jill). Many ignorant and selfish statements about trails
and use. Hopes people understand better now.
• LHi: context of FP history, City Club report, lack of funding. Hard to balance these with
new needs. Committee had no common set of facts/scientific studies so process was based
on opinion and personal experience/agendas. Represents neighborhood association which
agreed on 1 of the actions: widening shoulder above FLs (PBOT).

•

•

•

•

JD: thanks. Started naïve of process, mountain biking. Uses park a lot, never felt overused.
Surprised that some thought abusing park was ok if bikers didn’t get what they wanted.
Found illegal trail, people openly advocated for that and learned to trail build. Still not
opponent of biking, support FL low-hanging fruit but not additional 40 mile trail.
LHe: also naïve, hope all are as passionate about offshore drilling. Thanks. Glad to know
all participants and see passion and intellect. Not a failed or successful experience, did the
best we could.
DW: also naïve, high hopes and open eyes. Did some decent work, serious issues were
identified. Spent so much time on things that should’ve been done already, lot of mistrust.
Glad to have results which aren’t radical, open up to broader look.
Dan Moeller: thanks, moved here 9 yrs ago for this type of public process. All care about
park system. Strong values, energy, difficult but worthwhile.

•
VI. Public Comment
EKW
6:00 PM
1 minute per person due to time constraints, many wanted more time.
• Physicians’ group, many cyclists but opposed to single track, health and safety issues with 3 ft
trail with overhangs, obstacles etc.
• Runner, cyclists, husband is in medical field and against trail sharing, if knew bikes could use,
wouldn’t run. Read Parks letterhead.
• Neighbor, against trail sharing, in Seattle it ended pedestrian use, had experience in FP, it’s
dangerous, if you do a survey make it unbiased.
• Neighbor, concerned erosion of trust in public process, survey should be unbiased and
regain trust/respect, build solid foundation.
• Runner, volunteer w/ group of 500 disabled children, wouldn’t be able to use park w/
disabled 21-yr-old daughter if trail sharing occurred.
• City Club study, concerned w/ process not just bikes, 1995 plan was brilliant, many steps
must be followed before changes to usage but if studies are done and it won’t have negative
impact, then cool to go ahead.
• Support previous speaker, follow process, open house and survey not scientific, difficult for
non-committee members to do survey, not just about now but about the future too.
• Olmsted brothers quote from 1903 report to Portland City Council: “Politicians do not
make good park commissioners, not alone because they are not good judges of landscape
beauty, but because they are strongly biased…” still salient, guise of public process but
nothing changed, just diverting staff from protecting the park.
• Trying to meet w/ Fish, has questions, cars used to go up Leif, bikes used to be everywhere,
public process should be used, mtn bikers very small portion of bikers, Amsterdam like
Portland is known for biking but no mtn biking, only group that’s every destroyed park was
bikers, not just 2 teen boys building trails, where is stewardship, speak for trees and other
primary users not bikers, why wasn’t safety discussed, 1300 doctors concerned.
• Represented by Leslie, major concerns about single track, County and Metro preserving
rural lands around FP for next 50 yrs, protect and follow 1995 plan.
• FP plan land use, entire area is Environmental Protection zone, would require zoning
change, LCDC recognition, any change of plan could go to land use board of appeals,
commemorative bench on Wildwood, who’d want a track of mud in their memory.
• Concerned about process, some members vilified for representing the park, staff not taking
notes sometimes, rolling eyes, on TV without agreeing, minutes have been terrible, people
treated badly.

•

Minutes pg 3 recreation survey says can’t give more info, but October blog about earlier
PSU survey with bike group getting counts, told to get data by city officials involved in
process – (it was clarified after the meeting that the there were two distinct surveys – One
conducted in October 2009 by a PSU student that demonstrated potential bias, Parks was
not involved in that effort. The survey effort in June, Parks hired a professional organization
through PSU – the two surveys are not related).

VII. Commissioner Fish and Director Santner
Fish: honored guest from City Club, reread report. Thanked all participants. Parks is a learning
organization, criticism informs future process. Disagrees fundamentally with ad hominem attacks,
stronger arguments based on facts and reason. Wide and diverse representation on committee,
even within groups. Portlanders aren’t defined by groups. High standards of openness and public
process, democratic, weight for different views, website with documents, no separate meetings
except one with Les (and bikers before process started). Good public process needs patience,
respect, and compromise. Will consider recommendations very carefully and have substantive
feedback after Labor Day. FP part of larger system, funding challenges, mgmt actions and 1995
plan key. Going to FP for firsthand look at actions. No promises have been made to any group.
Zari: thanks, knew process would be hard, underestimated how hard. Tried to be open and
inclusive, will learn. Read report and all comments: all value park, recognize its under-resourced,
balance between recreation and protection, follow studies in plan, almost consensus on mgmt
recommendations (Parks has been working on them, update soon). Also will engage own
professional PP&R staff. Demands a lot from public and will take recommendations very
seriously. Need to meet new recreational needs to reduce pressure on system.
VIII. Committee Appreciation
Director Santner
6:20
Committee members were thanked for their work and received certificates and chocolates.
IX. Adjourn

6:30
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Forest Park Single Track Cycling Advisory Committee
Proposed Scenario Assignment
We’d like you to bring a list of actions you see as acceptable for the committee to consider as it
conducts its work, and a proposal for the scenario that you would like to recommend to the
committee for review at our next meeting. Here is what your are tasked to do:
Assignment 1 – Acceptable Actions (general)
Generate a bulleted list of general actions that you see as acceptable for the committee to be
included in any scenario that the committee recommends. For example:
• Converting fire lanes to trails open to mountain bikers.
• Creating short (less than 1.5 miles) trail connectors with fire lanes and roads to
create loops for mtn bikers.
• Opening some select trails to mtn bikers.
Assignment 2 – Preferred Scenario
Generate a bulleted list of specific actions that reflect the scenario that you WANT to see the
committee adopt as their recommendation for improvements to mtn bike opportunities in
Forest Park. Textually describe the action recommended and if possible provide your
reasoning/justification for this action. For example:
Action 1
Open lower water line trail (north of Leif Erickson Dr) and Camp Tolinda Trail to mtn
bikers and perform necessary improvements to make the trail sustainable for all users.
Justification – This will create a loop (by using Germantown and Leif Erickson Rds) for mtn
bikers that will be relatively inexpensive to create.
Assignment 3 – Preferred Scenario Map
Take your actions in Assignment 2 and display them on the map that you have been
provided. If possible, label each action on your map so that it correlates with the action from
Assignment 2.
Note
Each person from the committee should have her or his name on these three assignments. You may
team up with other committee members and/or people from the group that you are representing to
complete a shared submission. You must have your name down in support of a submission. If you
do not, the group will assume that any actions proposed are fine with you. All actions proposed
must be Type I or Type II actions.

Preferred Actions from Homework Assignments (modified by the Committee on February
4 and March 4, 2010; modified by PP&R staff on February 23 and March 17, 2010)
Action

A1
A5
A6
A15

A16
A17

A19

A2
A12
A13
A18

A3
A7
A8
A9
A10
A11
A20

A4
A14

Description

Trail System Option 1 – consensus
to present option at public open
house (March 4, 2010)
Improve Fire Lane #1
Improve Fire Lane #3
Improve Fire Lane #5
Create Yeon Trailhead and trail
connector to Leif Erikson (proposed
Yeon Trail)
Trail Share from White Shield to Leif
Erikson
Extension of A15 – create a new trail
to the water tank by White Shield from
proposed Yeon Trailhead
Create a trail from FL 1 to Thurman
Trail System Option 2, includes all
actions from TS Option 1 –
consensus to present option at
public open house (March 4, 2010)
Open & Improve Fire Lane #4
Saltzman Rd/FL 5connector
Create short connector between FL#4
and Saltzman Rd.
Widen Shoulder on NW Skyline Blvd.
between Fire Lanes
Trail System Option 3, includes all
actions from TS Options 1 and 2
Open Fire Lane #7
Trail Share Tolinda Trail
Trail Share sections of Gas Line Rd
Trail Share Water Line Trail
Trail Share Portion of the Maple Trail
Trail Share Ridge Trail
Create a new trail from Leif Erikson
south of FL#7, cross Ridge Trail, back
to Leif Erikson south of drainage
Actions No Longer Considered
Open & Improve Fire Lane #2
Create a connector between Fire
Lanes 1 & Saltzman Road

Notes

Short, Mid
or Long
term action

Mileage

Trail Type

Road/single

Old logging road

.4 miles

In the plan

.2 miles
1.5 miles

.5 miles
.15 miles
.5 miles

Road/single

Need to work
with PBOT

Cannot narrow

Road
single
single
3.5 miles

No access from
Skyline Blvd
Difficult terrain
and through Oak
Habitat

APPENDIX C
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Management Actions and Recommendations from 2010 Online and Open House Surveys
Management Actions and Recommendations (top 3)

Total %

Priority from
FPNRMP
High
High

Complete a comprehensive wildlife survey to better understand the park ecology
Complete a recreational users survey to provide baseline information on usage and
needs in the park
Create a Trails Advisory Group to meet quarterly
Create volunteer foot and bike patrols
Decommission illegal trails
Education and Outreach: Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to
increase knowledge of trail etiquette and safety
Enforcement/Compliance: Increase funding for park rangers to ensure better ability
to encourage compliance with park and trail use guidelines
Funding: Prioritize funding for construction of new trails AND ongoing operations and
maintenance
Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances and intersections)
Monitor the impacts of new trails on vegetation/wildlife/users
Total

182
195

6.3%
6.7%

209
224
191
393

7.2%
7.7%
High
6.6%
13.5%

302

10.4% High

640

22.1%

324
11.1% High
241
8.3%
2901

Survey Results: Forest Park Single Track Cycling

Total Items: 1017

I visit Forest Park:
Weekly

402

39.9%

Two times a month

212

21.1%

Monthly

156

15.5%

Daily

119

11.8%

Couple times a year

118

11.7%

Total

1007

I most frequently enter the park through:
Thurman Gate

548

54.1%

Other

176

17.4%

Germantown Rd @ Leif Erikson

98

9.7%

Saltzman off Hwy 30

87

8.6%

Saltzman off NW Skyline @ Fire Lane #5

53

5.2%

NW Cornell near Audubon

51

5.0%

Total

1013

How close do you live to the park?
5-10 miles

415

40.8%

Less than 5 miles

410

40.3%

10-15 miles

119

11.7%

15-20 miles

44

4.3%

20-30 miles

18

1.8%

More than 30 miles

11

1.1%

Total
How do you most often travel to the park?

1017

Drive

432

42.5%

Bike

410

40.3%

Walk or run

161

15.8%

14

1.4%

Public transit
Total

1017

I use the park to: (check all that apply) (Individual Values)
Appreciate nature

526

18.7%

Bike

722

25.7%

Hike

597

21.3%

51

1.8%

4

0.1%

Run

442

15.8%

Walk

464

16.5%

Other
Ride a horse

Total

2806

I most frequently use the park to:
Bike

522

51.3%

Run

170

16.7%

Hike

151

14.8%

Walk

109

10.7%

53

5.2%

Other

6

0.6%

Ride a horse

6

0.6%

Appreciate nature

Total

1017

I am a member of the following organizations: (check all that apply) (Individual Values)
American Hiking Society

3

0.2%

Audubon

122

7.5%

Bicycle Transportation Alliance

288

17.7%

Forest Park Conservancy

232

14.3%

International Mountain Biking Association

244

15.0%

41

2.5%

None of the above

340

20.9%

Northwest Trails Alliance

255

15.7%

Oregon Equestrian Trails

1

0.1%

Other

99

6.1%

Total

1625

Mazamas

When you use a trail, which of the following are MOST important to you? (choose only 2) (Individual Values)
Ability to enjoy a peaceful/quiet experience

488

27.6%

Aesthetics/views

377

21.3%

32

1.8%

Availability of trail maps/trail signage

122

6.9%

Ease of negotiating trails

110

6.2%

Other

119

6.7%

Quality of the trail/tread surface

521

29.5%

Availability of parking

Total

1769

Trail Sharing – Opening select trails to bikers, potentially with day and directional restrictions, was not fully
endorsed by the committee.
I believe that trail sharing needs to be considered

687

67.6%

I do not support trail sharing

293

28.8%

37

3.6%

I don’t know
Total

1017

Trail Sharing
100%

90%

80%

70%

60%
Primary Bike
Primary Other

50%

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
should be considered

no trail sharing

don't know

In order to provide more cycling in Forest Park, would you prefer to: (check all that apply) (Individual Values)
Build new trails and routes for biking

712

34.0%

15

0.7%

Do not provide any more opportunities for biking

168

8.0%

Open some existing trails to biking

613

29.3%

Open some fire lanes to biking

585

28.0%

Do not know

Total

2093

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
Primary Bike

50%

Primary Other

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
build new
trails

open some
existing trails

open some
fire lanes

No new
opportunities

don't know

Challenges to Forest Park
Trail Maintenance
Don't know
Over-Use
Cyclists
Dogs

Fire

Politics

Good

Signage

Sharing
space/Balancing
use

Vandalism
N/A
Enforcement
Education
Money
People/Polulation
growth
Access

Maintaining Natural
Area
Invasive Plants

Trails & Roads
The Advisory Committee agreed to explore the following possibilities:
-

Convert and open existing fire lanes to bikes in South and Central Units, depending on information from the Fire Bureau.
Improve/Narrow/Wind/Re-green existing fire lanes/roads open to bikes.
Create connectors that link existing roads and fire lanes to create loops.
Trail Sharing: Open select trails to bikers, potentially with day and directional restrictions.
Prior to taking any actions, review all trails for impacts to wildlife and habitat.

The following trail segments (Actions 1-12) were identified as possible options for increasing single track opportunities in
Forest Park. The Trail Types are from the PP&R Trail Guidelines.
All proposed actions will be reviewed by the Bureau of Development Services to determine if the action is a Type II or Type III
land use review. At this time, PP&R has decided to only proceed with actions that require a Type II review. Also, before any
action is implemented, a wildlife survey will be completed.

ACTION 1
Description: Improve Fire Lane #1 by rebuilding, narrowing, and realigning the existing track. Presently Upper FL #1 is open
for bikes, horses, and pedestrians. Improvements to Lower FL #1 are listed in the plan for pedestrian use only.
Change: Build single track trail; Trailhead at NW Yeon; Open FL #1 to bikes
Mileage (approx): 2.35 miles
Trail Type: Hiking & Mountain Biking
Action 1 rating:
I strongly support

517

50.8%

I support

274

26.9%

I strongly oppose

106

10.4%

I oppose

67

6.6%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

53

5.2%

Total

1017
Tail Option A1

80%

70%

60%

50%

Primary Bike
Primary Other

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 2
Description: Improve Fire Lane #3 by narrowing and realigning the existing road. Presently open to bikes and pedestrians.
Change: Narrow existing lane; Add turns/switchbacks
Mileage (approx): .85 miles
Trail Type: Hiking & Mountain Biking
Action 2 rating:
I strongly support

470

46.2%

I support

322

31.7%

I strongly oppose

96

9.4%

I oppose

76

7.5%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

53

5.2%

Total

1017
Trail Option A2

70%

60%

50%

40%
Primary Bike
Primary Other
30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 3
Description: Improve Fire Lane #5 by narrowing and realigning the existing road. The bottom 0.3 miles where FL #5 meets
Leif Erikson is single track. Presently open for bikes and pedestrians.
Change: Narrow existing lane; Add turns/switchbacks
Mileage (approx): 1.14 miles
Trail Type: Hiking & Mountain Biking
Action 3 rating:
I strongly support

503

49.5%

I support

286

28.1%

I strongly oppose

93

9.1%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

68

6.7%

I oppose

67

6.6%

Total

1017
Trail Option A3

80%

70%

60%

50%
Primary Bike
Primary Other
Strongly Support

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 4
Description: Create Yeon Trailhead and trail connector to Leif Erikson. This action is listed in the plan for pedestrian only use.
Change: Short, steep connector to Leif Erikson from Hwy 30; Create a short biking loop with Action 7
Mileage (approx): .5 miles
Trail Type: Hiking & Mountain Biking
Action 4 rating:
I strongly support

432

42.5%

I support

313

30.8%

I strongly oppose

101

9.9%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

87

8.6%

I oppose

84

8.3%

Total

1017
Trail Option A4

70%

60%

50%

40%
Primary Bike
Primary Other
30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 5
Description: Trail share from water tank to Leif Erikson off NW Gordon.
Change: Short connector to/from Leif Erikson away from Thurman Gate
Mileage (approx): .05 miles
Trail Type: Hiking & Mountain Biking
Action 5 rating:
I strongly support

414

40.7%

I support

297

29.2%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

132

13.0%

I strongly oppose

106

10.4%

68

6.7%

I oppose
Total

1017
Trail Option A5

70%

60%

50%

40%
Primary Bike
Primary Other
30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 6
Description: Extension of Action 4 - build a new trail to the water tank by White Shield from proposed NW Yeon Trailhead.
Change: Create a loop from NW Yeon to Leif Erikson; Contour trail
Mileage (approx): 1.5 miles
Trail Type: Mountain Biking
Action 6 rating:
I strongly support

570

56.0%

I support

208

20.5%

I strongly oppose

109

10.7%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

67

6.6%

I oppose

63

6.2%

Total

1017
Trail Option A6

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%
Primary Bike
Primary Other
40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 7
Description: Build new trail parallel to Leif Erikson from approximately MP 1.75 to FL #1. Connect with proposed Yeon Trail
(Action 6) for connection to Thurman Gate or White Shield.
Change: Create a loop with Leif Erikson; Contour trail
Mileage (approx): 2.0 miles
Trail Type: Mountain Biking
Action 7 rating:
I strongly support

596

58.6%

I support

180

17.7%

I strongly oppose

120

11.8%

I oppose

64

6.3%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

57

5.6%

Total

1017
Trail Option A7

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%
Primary Bike
Primary Other
40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 8
Description: Build trail at proposed Fire Lane #4 location to Saltzman Road. Presently this area is a power line corridor.
Change: Create a loop with Saltzman Rd and Leif Erikson at approximately MP 5.25; Connector from Hwy 30 to Leif Erikson;
Fall line trail
Mileage (approx): .5 miles
Trail Type: Mountain Biking
Action 8 rating:
I strongly support

525

51.6%

I support

249

24.5%

I strongly oppose

99

9.7%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

78

7.7%

I oppose

66

6.5%

Total

1017
Trail Option A8

80%

70%

60%

50%

Primary Bike
Primary Other

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 9
Description: Saltzman Rd/Fire Lane 5 connector off Skyline Blvd.
Change: Bring connection into park boundary
Mileage (approx): .15 miles
Trail Type: Hiking & Mountain Biking
Action 9 rating:
I strongly support

425

41.8%

I support

317

31.2%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

129

12.7%

I strongly oppose

81

8.0%

I oppose

65

6.4%

Total

1017
Trail Option A9

70%

60%

50%

40%
Primary Bike
Primary Other
30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 10
Description: Widen shoulder on NW Skyline Blvd between Fire Lanes.
Change: Connect FL #3 and #5; Create safer route for park users
Mileage (approx): 1.2 miles
Action 10 rating:
I strongly support

459

45.1%

I support

346

34.0%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

121

11.9%

I strongly oppose

46

4.5%

I oppose

45

4.4%

Total

1017
Trail Option A10

60%

50%

40%

Primary Bike
Primary Other

30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 11
Description: Open Tolinda Trail to cycling. This trail is not listed or shown in the plan.
Change: Connection with Linnton Neighborhood; Connection to Leif Erikson from St Johns Bridge
Mileage (approx): .75 miles
Trail Type: Hiking & Mountain Biking
Action 11 rating:
I strongly support

481

47.3%

I support

219

21.5%

I strongly oppose

131

12.9%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

107

10.5%

79

7.8%

I oppose
Total

1017
Trail Option A11

80%

70%

60%

50%
Primary Bike
Primary Other
Strongly Support

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

ACTION 12
Description: Open and rebuild Gas Line Rd below Leif Erikson to cycling. This trail is not listed or shown in the plan.
Change: Connection from Hwy 30 to Leif Erikson at approximately MP 8; Fall line trail; Loop from Hwy 30 to Leif Erikson to
Saltzman Rd
Mileage (approx): .6 miles
Trail Type: Hiking & Mountain Biking
Action 12 rating:
I strongly support

469

46.1%

I support

258

25.4%

I don't know/don't have an opinion

111

10.9%

I strongly oppose

107

10.5%

72

7.1%

I oppose
Total

1017
Trail Option A12

80%

70%

60%

50%

Primary Bike
Primary Other

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
Strongly Support

Support

Oppose

Strongly Oppose

Don't Know

Comments on Trail Actions
wider trails
go somewhere else - bike
open up north unit
trail between skyline and lakota
no restrictions
Improve Leif Erikson
A10 does not addres this issue
A9 is currently used by bikes
directional rides
focus on central portion
no fall lines
don't like firelanes
loops
connectors
contour trails

1

Partnerships -design design,
maintenance

no new trails
no trail sharing
more access/parking
firelane , connect F3 and F5
bike only-new
10+ mile loop
no bikes
legitimate use
these aren't good options monitor impact/management
trail sharing
good
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Indicate the top three actions you identify as most important: (Individual Values)
Complete a comprehensive wildlife survey to better understand the park ecology

182

6.3%

Complete a recreational users survey to provide baseline information on usage and needs in the park

195

6.7%

Create a Trails Advisory Group to meet quarterly

209

7.2%

Create volunteer foot and bike patrols

224

7.7%

Decommission illegal trails

191

6.6%

Education and Outreach: Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to increase knowledge of trail
etiquette and safety

393

13.5%

Enforcement/Compliance: Increase funding for park rangers to ensure better ability to encourage compliance
with park and trail use guidelines

302

10.4%

Funding: Prioritize funding for construction of new trails AND ongoing operations and maintenance

640

22.1%

Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances intersections)

324 11.1%

Monitor the impacts of new trails on vegetation/wildlife/users

241

Total

2901

8.3%

Comments on Management Recommendations

bikers need place
enforcement
partnerships
personal responsibility
increase resources
generally good
protect resource
signage/education
no bikes
maintain/develop
1
required by FPMP
no enforcement
pilot /trail share
w on't help
parks job
parking /entrances
advisory group
invasive a priority
represent all users
user fee
0
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APPENDIX D
Committee Member Comment on Proposed Recommendations
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A1

Improve Fire Lane #1 by rebuilding,
narrowing, and realigning the existing
track. Presently Upper FL #1 is open
for bikes, horses, and pedestrians.
Improvements to Lower FL #1 are
listed in the plan for pedestrian use
only.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Build single-track
trail
• Trailhead at NW
Yeon
• Open FL #1 to
bikes

Yellow (I support with reservations)

2.35 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
Audubon supports this option provided:
1) It is consistent with fire management strategies
2) It does not displace existing users (pedestrians or horse riders)
3) It is preceded by increased enforcement (ie at least one additional ranger for the Parks system) with specifically targeted
enforcement within Forest Park to decrease illegal activity.
4) It is accompanied by an educational outreach effort (signage, etc) to increase stewardship and decrease illegal activity
within the Park
5) It is funded by mountain biking advocates and does not increase the financial challenges that already exist within Forest
Park

A2

Improve Fire Lane #3 for mountain
biking. Presently open to bikes and
pedestrians.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Adding turns/
switchbacks

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.85 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
Audubon supports this option provided:
1) It is consistent with fire management strategies
2) It is preceded by increased enforcement (ie at least one additional ranger for the Parks system) with specifically targeted
enforcement within Forest Park to decrease illegal activity.
3) It is accompanied by an educational outreach effort (signage, etc) to increase stewardship and decrease illegal activity
within the Park
4) It is funded by mountain biking advocates and does not increase the financial challenges that already exist within Forest
Park

A3

Improve Fire Lane #5 for mountain
biking. The bottom 0.3 miles where
FL #5 meets Leif Erikson is single
track. Presently open for bikes and
pedestrians.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Adding turns and
switchbacks

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.14 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
Audubon supports this option provided:
1) It is consistent with fire management strategies
2) It is preceded by increased enforcement (ie at least one additional ranger for the Parks system) with specifically targeted
enforcement within Forest Park to decrease illegal activity.
3) It is accompanied by an educational outreach effort (signage, etc) to increase stewardship and decrease illegal activity
within the Park
4) It is funded by mountain biking advocates and does not increase the financial challenges that already exist within Forest
Park

A4

Create Yeon Trailhead and trail
connector to Leif Erikson. This action
is listed in the plan for pedestrian only
use.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Short, steep
connector to Leif
Erikson from
Hwy 30
• Create a short
biking loop with
action A7

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.5 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
Audubon supports this option provided:
1) It is preceded by increased enforcement (ie at least one additional ranger for the Parks system) with specifically targeted
enforcement within Forest Park to decrease illegal activity.
2) It is accompanied by an educational outreach effort (signage, etc) to increase stewardship and decrease illegal activity
within the Park

A5

Trail Share from Water Tank to Leif
Erikson off of NW Gordon

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Short connector
to/from Leif
Erikson away
from Thurman
Gate

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.05 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:

A6

Extension of A4 – build a new trail to
the water tank by White Shield from
proposed NW Yeon Trailhead

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop
from NW Yeon
to Leif Erikson
• Contour trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.5 miles

Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
This one could be upgraded to yellow. However, we are concerned that this will be an expensive endeavor at a time when
funding is being slashed. We see this as more of a long-term rather than short-term objective. The following caveats
apply:
1) It is preceded by increased enforcement (ie at least one additional ranger for the Parks system) with specifically targeted
enforcement within Forest Park to decrease illegal activity.
2) It is accompanied by an educational outreach effort (signage, etc) to increase stewardship and decrease illegal activity
within the Park
3) Installation and maintenance of the trail is funded by mountain bikers

A7

Build new trail parallel to Leif
Erikson from approximately MP 1.75
to FL #1; connect with propose Yeon
Trail (A6) for connection to Thurman
Gate or White Shield

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop with
Leif Erikson
• Contour trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

2.0 miles

Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
This in our opinion goes beyond "low hanging fruit." Parks needs to look seriously at how this landscape is being used by
wildlife before it adds another trail. W e are concerned that this area of the park is becoming a spider web of trails.

A8

Build trail at Power Line Corridor
(called Fire Lane #4) location to
Saltzman Road.

• Create a loop with
Saltzman Road
and Leif Erikson
at approximately
MP 5.25
• Connector from
HWY 30 to Leif
Erikson
• Fall line trail

.5 miles

Mountain
Biking

Circle One:
Green (I support)
Yellow (I supportwith reservations)
Red (I oppose)
We support provided the following:
1) It is preceded by increased enforcement (ie at least one additional ranger for the Parks system) with specifically targeted
enforcement within Forest Park to decrease illegal activity.
2) It is accompanied by an educational outreach effort (signage, etc) to increase stewardship and decrease illegal activity
within the Park
3) Installation and maintenance of the trail is funded by mountain bikers

A9

Saltzman Rd/FL 5 connector off of
Skyline Blvd.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Brings connection
into park
boundary

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.15 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
We support provided the following:
1) It is preceded by increased enforcement (ie at least one additional ranger for the Parks system) with specifically targeted
enforcement within Forest Park to decrease illegal activity.
2) It is accompanied by an educational outreach effort (signage, etc) to increase stewardship and decrease illegal activity
within the Park
3) Installation and maintenance of the trail is funded by mountain bikers

A10

Widen Shoulder on NW Skyline
Blvd. between Fire Lanes. This
action is controlled by Bureau of
Transportation.

Circle One:
Green (I support)
Comments:
Audubon is fine with this...

• Connect FL #3
and #5
• Creates safer
route for park
users

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.2 miles

Red (I oppose)

All users

A11

Opening Tolinda Trail to cycling.
This trail is not listed or shown in the
plan.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connection with
Linnton
Neighborhood
• Connection to
Leif Erikson
from St. Johns
Bridge

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.75 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
This could shift to yellow with additional analysis of both the current and potential usership of this trail as well as the
ecology of this area. We voted red because it seemed like there were other potential uses that were not adequately explored
in this process. Before the trail is brought into the park system and designated, a more thoughtful and broader process is
warranted.

A12

Open and rebuild Gas Line Rd below
Leif Erikson Rd. to cycling. This trail
is not listed or shown in the plan.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connection from
HWY 30 to Leif
Erikson at
approximately
MP 8
• Fall line trail
• Loop from Hwy
30 to Leif
Erikson to
Saltzman Rd

.60 miles

Yellow (I would consider supporting with reservations)

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
Comments:
Audubon tentatively supported this option in recognition of the need for a connection between highway 30 at the Saint
Johns Bridge and Leif Erickson.. However any final decision on this trail should be preceded by a detailed natural resource
impact survey, especially if the trail would require any significant trail realignment. This location has mistakenly been
described as low value for wildlife. In fact it is in very close proximity to the nest site of a formerly listed species under the
state and federal Endangered Species Acts. This drainage also provides one of the only semi0intact connections between
Forest Park and the Willamette River. The City is currently engaged in negotiations with Siltronics Corp to permanently
protect a corridor across their property to ensure continued wildlife passage between the park and the river. A better
understanding of the wildlife use of this area is essential. In addition, the following concerns should be addressed:
1) It is preceded by increased enforcement (ie at least one additional ranger for the Parks system) with specifically targeted
enforcement within Forest Park to decrease illegal activity.
2) It is accompanied by an educational outreach effort (signage, etc) to increase stewardship and decrease illegal activity
within the Park
3) It is funded by mountain biking advocates and does not increase the financial challenges that already exist within Forest
Park

A13

Open Fire Lane #7 to biking for
connection to Gasline Trail.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

•

Must stay at
present width

Yellow (I support with reservations)

All Users

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
Audubon does not support this option. Would potentially expose large new areas of the park to illegal bike use. I thought
this option was eliminated previously?

Management Actions and Recommendations
Complete a comprehensive wildlife and vegetative study to create a
baseline to be used for management decisions and to better understand
the park ecology
Complete a recreational users survey to provide baseline information
on usage and needs in the park
Create a Park Advisory Group to meet quarterly – purpose of the group
is to bring stakeholders together to coordinate around issues and
communication
Create volunteer foot and bike patrols
Decommission illegal trails
Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to increase
knowledge of trail etiquette and safety
Increase funding for multiple professional park rangers to ensure
adequate enforcement and compliance with park and trail use
guidelines
Fund construction of new trails
Fund ongoing operations and maintenance
Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances and intersections)
Monitor the impacts of trails on vegetation/wildlife/users
Create comprehensive trail plan for Forest Park

Committee
Support
yes

yes
mixed

yes
yes
yes
yes

mixed
yes
yes
yes
mixed

Please indicate your top three priorities for management of Forest Park
1. Fund ongoing operations and maintenance: Nothing in these recommendations
should undermine PP&R's significant challenges to addressing operations and
maintenance within the park. Lack of funding for Forest Park has been recognized as a

significant problem dating back to the 1995 management plan. Many of its baseline
priorities remain unaddressed. Given both the long and short term funding challenges
faced by PP&R in general and Forest Park specifically, actions associated with this issue
should only be funded if new sources of revenue can be identified to cover trail
installation and maintenance.
2. Increased enforcement This should include at least one new ranger for the park
system. While we recognize that a new ranger position would serve the entire system, we
would want to see a priority placed on increased enforcement of mountain biking rules in
Forest Park concurrent with any increase in mountain biking opportunities.
3. Recreational User Survey: We are both pleased and somewhat troubled by the
announcement at the final FP Bike Meeting that a recreational user survey is being
initiated for Forest Park. This was a critical missing piece throughout this process and it
would have made sense to have gathered this baseline information prior to initiating this
committee. We are glad to hear that the survey is moving forward, but if it was on a set
timeline to occur anyways, as was reported at the last meeting, it would have been helpful
and logical to sequence this committee to occur after rather than before this data was
collected.

Comments on management actions:
The prioritization requested above really does not adequately capture the
complexity of the issues facing Forest Park. Many of these actions should already be
occurring at a much higher level, independent of the Forest Park Mountain Biking
Advisory Process. The fact that they are not occurring at an adequate level speaks to the
significant deficiencies that already exist in funding and managing Forest Park. Audubon
views many of these actions as prerequisites to moving forward in investing in any sort of
significant trail expansion (bikes, peds or other). The Forest Park Natural Resources
Management Plan recognized this need over 15 years ago:
As park use increases, the need to provide additional recreational facilities
becomes greater and the need to protect the resources becomes greater too.
Successful recreation management relates directly to successful natural resource
management. Keeping park users on trails in appropriate areas protects fragile
resources and wildlife habitat. This proactive management requires additional
staff and increased stable funding. (Page 93)
From our perspective, the top priority in Forest Park needs to remain focused on
establishing sufficient funding and capacity to address myriad management deficiencies
including enforcement, educational outreach, natural resource management, and baseline
surveys. These things all need to occur regardless of whether or not new mountain biking
opportunities are created in the park. At a time when PP&R budgets are undergoing
unprecedented cuts, we are concerned that the work of the Forest Park Mountain Biking
Committee seems oddly detached from fiscal reality.

We have tried to support tweaks and improvements to the existing mountain
biking system consistent with the original charge to this committee. In our opinion,
"improvement" entails not only increased opportunities for mountain biking but also in a
reduction in illegal mountain biking activity. To that end, it is critical that any increased
opportunity be coupled with increased educational outreach and increased enforcement.
Too often in our experience, PP&R has been willing to expand opportunity without
adequately addressing education and enforcement. The inevitable result of this type of an
approach is that a single user group is accommodated at the expense of other users and
the integrity of the park resource as a whole.
We have not supported several options that we believe either go beyond the
charge of this committee or for which we believe that there is insufficient supporting
data. This is not to say that we would continue to oppose these actions at some future
date. However, we believe that they merit a far more substantial and comprehensive
review. We believe that these actions have the potential to further degrade the park while
at the same time failing to substantively address mountain biking demand
We appreciate the opportunity to participate in this process and comment on
these options.

Committee Member: Bob Sallinger, Audubon Society of Portland

Signed:

A1

Improve Fire Lane #1 by rebuilding,
narrowing, and realigning the existing
track. Presently Upper FL #1 is open
for bikes, horses, and pedestrians.
Improvements to Lower FL #1 are
listed in the plan for pedestrian use
only.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Build single-track
trail
• Trailhead at NW
Yeon
• Open FL #1 to
bikes

Yellow (I support with reservations)

2.35 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comment: Narrowing and regreening firelanes that are already open to mountain biking is a win-win for mountain bikers
and the ecology of the park. Lower FL1 gets almost no foot traffic in its current condition, so any improvement is a
benefit.

A2

Improve Fire Lane #3 for mountain
biking. Presently open to bikes and
pedestrians.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Adding turns/
switchbacks

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.85 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Narrowing and regreening firelanes that are already open to mountain biking is a win-win for mountain
bikers and the ecology of the park.

A3

Improve Fire Lane #5 for mountain
biking. The bottom 0.3 miles where
FL #5 meets Leif Erikson is single
track. Presently open for bikes and
pedestrians.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Adding turns and
switchbacks

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.14 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Narrowing and regreening firelanes that are already open to mountain biking is a win-win for mountain bikers
and the ecology of the park.

A4

Create Yeon Trailhead and trail
connector to Leif Erikson. This action
is listed in the plan for pedestrian only
use.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Short, steep
connector to Leif
Erikson from
Hwy 30
• Create a short
biking loop with
action A7

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.5 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: In order to alleviate the pattern of overuse at the Thurman trailhead, I support the creation of trailhead along
Yeon.

A5

Trail Share from Water Tank to Leif
Erikson off of NW Gordon

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Short connector
to/from Leif
Erikson away
from Thurman
Gate

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.05 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: In order to alleviate the pattern of overuse at the Thurman trailhead, I support the connections to Leif at the
southern end of the park.

A6

Extension of A4 – build a new trail to
the water tank by White Shield from
proposed NW Yeon Trailhead

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop
from NW Yeon
to Leif Erikson
• Contour trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.5 miles

Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: I mostly oppose new trail building in areas that already contain many trails. Forest Park is 8 square miles, and
there are already 70 miles of existing trail, 30 miles of which are open to cycling. However, in order to ease the
congestion at the Thurman gate, I support this extension.

A7

Build new trail parallel to Leif
Erikson from approximately MP 1.75
to FL #1; connect with propose Yeon
Trail (A6) for connection to Thurman
Gate or White Shield

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop with
Leif Erikson
• Contour trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

2.0 miles

Red (I oppose)

Mountain
Biking

Comments: I mostly oppose new trail building in areas that already contain many trails. Forest Park is 8 square miles, and
there are already 70 miles of existing trail, 30 miles of which are open to cycling. However, in order to ease the
congestion at the Thurman gate, I support this connection from FL1 to the Yeon trailhead.

A8

Build trail at Power Line Corridor
(called Fire Lane #4) location to
Saltzman Road.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop with
Saltzman Road
and Leif Erikson
at approximately
MP 5.25
• Connector from
HWY 30 to Leif
Erikson
• Fall line trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.5 miles

Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Narrowing and regreening firelanes that are already open to mountain biking is a win-win for mountain bikers
and the ecology of the park.

A9

Saltzman Rd/FL 5 connector off of
Skyline Blvd.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Brings connection
into park
boundary

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.15 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: This connector already exists, but is of little value given that FL5 and Saltzman Rd merge just a short distance
away.

A10

Widen Shoulder on NW Skyline
Blvd. between Fire Lanes. This
action is controlled by Bureau of
Transportation.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connect FL #3
and #5
• Creates safer
route for park
users

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.2 miles

All users

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Widening the shoulder along the length of NW Skyline would improve cycling in the park and for road
cyclists.

A11

Opening Tolinda Trail to cycling.
This trail is not listed or shown in the
plan.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connection with
Linnton
Neighborhood
• Connection to
Leif Erikson
from St. Johns
Bridge

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.75 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: The Tolinda trail offers the single track experience that cyclists were looking for when this committee was
convened, and also creates an important cycling route to the St. Johns bridge and northeast Portland, so I support it.

A12

Open and rebuild Gas Line Rd below
Leif Erikson Rd. to cycling. This trail
is not listed or shown in the plan.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connection from
HWY 30 to Leif
Erikson at
approximately
MP 8
• Fall line trail
• Loop from Hwy
30 to Leif
Erikson to
Saltzman Rd

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.60 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:

A13

Open Fire Lane #7 to biking for
connection to Gasline Trail.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

•

All Users

Must stay at
present width

Yellow (I support with reservations)

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Opening FL7 to mountain bikes would encourage some cyclists to illegally use the many other pedestrian
only single track trails that are connected to it. Opening FL7 might also lead to illegal cross-connections between the
many adjacent single track trails as has occurred in many local parks and on other public lands where trails are close
together.

Management Actions and Recommendations
Complete a comprehensive wildlife and vegetative study to create a
baseline to be used for management decisions and to better understand
the park ecology
Complete a recreational users survey to provide baseline information
on usage and needs in the park
Create a Park Advisory Group to meet quarterly – purpose of the group
is to bring stakeholders together to coordinate around issues and
communication
Create volunteer foot and bike patrols
Decommission illegal trails
Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to increase
knowledge of trail etiquette and safety
Increase funding for multiple professional park rangers to ensure
adequate enforcement and compliance with park and trail use
guidelines
Fund construction of new trails
Fund ongoing operations and maintenance
Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances and intersections)
Monitor the impacts of trails on vegetation/wildlife/users
Create comprehensive trail plan for Forest Park

Committee
Support
yes

yes
mixed

yes
yes
yes
yes

mixed
yes
yes
yes
mixed

Please indicate your top three priorities for management of Forest Park
1. Complete Recreational User study
2.

Complete Wildlife and Vegetation study

3. Volunteer foot patrols (near the Thurman trailhead where usership is high).
Comments on management actions:
The recreational user survey, and wildlife and vegetation surveys are a necessary baseline
before any significant changes are made to trails in the park.
Most participants on this committee spend far less time than I do in the park. The need
for additional enforcement has been much exaggerated by some committee members, as
has the notion that the park is be trampled by overuse. Additional enforcement is needed
near the Thurman trailhead where most visitors enter the park and where most conflicts
occur. Similarly, the Balch Creek trail is degraded by off-leash dogs off and this needs
to be addressed. However, users who enter the park via other trailheads experience few
conflicts and the habitat is only marginally degraded by trail users, whether pedestrian,
cyclists, equestrian, or canine. Thus, any additional enforcement should be targeted to
high use areas, and to infrequent, broad-based patrols that prevent rogue trails and
squatters from becoming established in trail-less areas.

Furthermore, adding additional signage would alter the character of the park for the
worse, and I am opposed to additional signage, except for trail etiquette signage at the
trailheads. Trail etiquette signs would obviate the purported need for an outreach and
education plan regarding trial etiquette and safety.
The current level of trail signage is otherwise both adequate and pleasantly discreet. The
current trail signs at junctions are adequate for helping users navigate the park and the
low profile of the current signs helps maintain a modicum of a ‘wilderness experience’
for users.
Committee Member: ____John Deshler____________________________________
Signed: _________________________________________________________________

A1

Improve Fire Lane #1 by rebuilding,
narrowing, and realigning the existing
track. Presently Upper FL #1 is open
for bikes, horses, and pedestrians.
Improvements to Lower FL #1 are
listed in the plan for pedestrian use
only.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Build single-track
trail
• Trailhead at NW
Yeon
• Open FL #1 to
bikes

Yellow (I support with reservations)

2.35 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
Dear Emily and Elizabeth:

I would like this to go into the public record as a MINORITY OPINION. Additionally, I would
like my view to be printed in its entirety. Thank you. Marcy Houle
I cannot support any of the choices on this list being put forth as recommendations for
increasing single track for four reasons: 1) Voting practices were abruptly changed at the May 24th
meeting, although never previously agreed to by the committee. 2) The committee is not
representative of the user groups of Forest Park, including the primary user groups: runners, hikers,
and walkers. There were no representatives of a running group, a hiking group, a walking group, and
equestrian group on the committee. Therefore, constituents from these important user groups were not
represented. 3) The recommendations being put forward to increase single track from this committee
are not in keeping with the 1995 Forest Park Natural Resources Management Plan. The required
studies of wildlife and vegetation have not been done, therefore the “carrying capacity” of the park
remains unknown. Also, the required recreation surveys have not been completed. These three
studies must be completed before I feel any park-prescribed increase in use can be permitted. 4)
Numerous medical professionals have come forward with position statements that say that allowing
single track cycling on Forest Park pedestrian trails is a safety hazard. I want to go on record saying
that I, too, thoroughly oppose any narrow, pedestrian trail, under the 8 foot wide minimum as required
in the 1995 Forest Park Natural Resources Management Plan, being opened to shared use in Forest
Park. I believe that the City and perhaps even this committee could be held liable for accidents
occurring in Forest Park between cyclists and pedestrians on narrow trails with limited line of sight
(as all trails in Forest Park are). Children, grandparents, and yes, even blind persons using guide dogs
for assistance (some of whom wrote Commissioner Fish of their concerns) have a right to be able to
walk safely and not worry what may be coming around the corner at them.
For these reasons, at the May 24th meeting, Les Blaize and I proposed a moratorium on any of
these trails being considered until the required studies have been completed. Once done, the
committee could reconvene and continue this discussion resting on a platform of science. I will even
go so far as to say once the carrying capacity of the park is known and additional trails and usage is
documented to not cause harm to the resource, then perhaps some of these options could go forward
and potentially be constructed -- such as the Blaize Trail, which would be built for cyclists alone, and
separated from pedestrians. At this time, however, because the science has not been done, and
everything is pure speculation, I believe it could be injurious to the park and definitely is not
consistent with the Forest Park Natural Resources Management Plan to proceed with any plans to

increase use.
Please include in the public record that Les Blaize and I alone voted for a moratorium to
prohibit these trails moving forward until the studies have been completed. Additionally, please make
note we were the only two people on the committee to oppose every trail individually, for this same
reason. This is the Minority Opinion. I believe that Commissioner Fish and the citizens of this city
have a right to know that consensus was never reached, and two members of the committee fully
believe there should be a moratorium on any Parks-ordained increased use, until the requisite studies
are completed. This needs to be communicated fully and clearly, as I have written it please, in your
report to Commissioner Fish. If not, the greater citizenry of Portland has a right to know by other
public venues that this committee is not in agreement. I believe we need to be utterly forthright in the
opinions we are putting forward from this committee. To me, Forest Park is too special a place,
cherished by thousands of Oregonians, to warrant anything less.

A2

Improve Fire Lane #3 for mountain
biking. Presently open to bikes and
pedestrians.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Adding turns/
switchbacks

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.85 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: See above

A3

Improve Fire Lane #5 for mountain
biking. The bottom 0.3 miles where
FL #5 meets Leif Erikson is single
track. Presently open for bikes and
pedestrians.

Circle One:
Green (I support)
Comments: See above

• Adding turns and
switchbacks

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.14 miles

Red (I oppose)

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

A4

Create Yeon Trailhead and trail
connector to Leif Erikson. This action
is listed in the plan for pedestrian only
use.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Short, steep
connector to Leif
Erikson from
Hwy 30
• Create a short
biking loop with
action A7

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.5 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: See above.

A5

Trail Share from Water Tank to Leif
Erikson off of NW Gordon

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Short connector
to/from Leif
Erikson away
from Thurman
Gate

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.05 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
See above

A6

Extension of A4 – build a new trail to
the water tank by White Shield from
proposed NW Yeon Trailhead

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop
from NW Yeon
to Leif Erikson
• Contour trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.5 miles

Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:See above

A7

Build new trail parallel to Leif
Erikson from approximately MP 1.75
to FL #1; connect with propose Yeon
Trail (A6) for connection to Thurman
Gate or White Shield

• Create a loop with
Leif Erikson
• Contour trail

2.0 miles

Mountain
Biking

Circle One:
Green (I support)

Yellow (I support with reservations)

Red (I oppose)

Comments: See above

A8

Build trail at Power Line Corridor
(called Fire Lane #4) location to
Saltzman Road.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop with
Saltzman Road
and Leif Erikson
at approximately
MP 5.25
• Connector from
HWY 30 to Leif
Erikson
• Fall line trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.5 miles

Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: See above

A9

Saltzman Rd/FL 5 connector off of
Skyline Blvd.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Brings connection
into park
boundary

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.15 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: See above

A10

Widen Shoulder on NW Skyline
Blvd. between Fire Lanes. This
action is controlled by Bureau of
Transportation.

Circle One:
Green (I support)
Comments:

• Connect FL #3
and #5
• Creates safer
route for park
users

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.2 miles

Red (I oppose)

All users

A11

Opening Tolinda Trail to cycling.
This trail is not listed or shown in the
plan.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connection with
Linnton
Neighborhood
• Connection to
Leif Erikson
from St. Johns
Bridge

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.75 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments:
See above

A12

Open and rebuild Gas Line Rd below
Leif Erikson Rd. to cycling. This trail
is not listed or shown in the plan.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connection from
HWY 30 to Leif
Erikson at
approximately
MP 8
• Fall line trail
• Loop from Hwy
30 to Leif
Erikson to
Saltzman Rd

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.60 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: See above

A13

Open Fire Lane #7 to biking for
connection to Gasline Trail.

Circle One:
Green (I support)
Comments:
See above

•

All Users

Must stay at
present width

Yellow (I support with reservations)

Red (I oppose)

Management Actions and Recommendations
Complete a comprehensive wildlife and vegetative study to create a
baseline to be used for management decisions and to better understand
the park ecology
Complete a recreational users survey to provide baseline information
on usage and needs in the park
Create a Park Advisory Group to meet quarterly – purpose of the group
is to bring stakeholders together to coordinate around issues and
communication
Create volunteer foot and bike patrols
Decommission illegal trails
Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to increase
knowledge of trail etiquette and safety
Increase funding for multiple professional park rangers to ensure
adequate enforcement and compliance with park and trail use
guidelines
Fund construction of new trails
Fund ongoing operations and maintenance
Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances and intersections)
Monitor the impacts of trails on vegetation/wildlife/users
Create comprehensive trail plan for Forest Park

Committee
Support
yes

yes
mixed

yes
yes
yes
yes

mixed
yes
yes
yes
mixed

Please indicate your top three priorities for management of Forest Park
1.
2.
3.
Comments on management actions:
PLEASE SEE ABOVE COMMENTS.

Committee Member: __Marcy Houle
__________________________________________________
Signed: _________________________________________________________________

A1

Improve Fire Lane #1 by rebuilding,
narrowing, and realigning the existing
track. Presently Upper FL #1 is open
for bikes, horses, and pedestrians.
Improvements to Lower FL #1 are
listed in the plan for pedestrian use
only.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Build single-track
trail
• Trailhead at NW
Yeon
• Open FL #1 to
bikes

Yellow (I support with reservations)

2.35 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Given that Firelane #1 is currently open to bicycles, we support modifications that could narrow and realign
this trail corridor to improve the user experience, while also allowing opportunities to re-green the corridor by planting
native trees and shrubs – and perhaps open the way for some related habitat restoration projects in the vicinity.

A2

Improve Fire Lane #3 for mountain
biking. Presently open to bikes and
pedestrians.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Adding turns/
switchbacks

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.85 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Given that Firelane #3 is currently open to bicycles, we support modifications that could narrow and realign
this trail corridor to improve the user experience, while also allowing opportunities to re-green the corridor by planting
native trees and shrubs – and perhaps open the way for some related habitat restoration projects in the vicinity.

A3

Improve Fire Lane #5 for mountain
biking. The bottom 0.3 miles where
FL #5 meets Leif Erikson is single
track. Presently open for bikes and
pedestrians.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Adding turns and
switchbacks

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.14 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Given that Firelane #5 is currently open to bicycles, we support modifications that could narrow and realign
this trail corridor to improve the user experience, while also allowing opportunities to re-green the corridor by planting
native trees and shrubs – and perhaps open the way for some related habitat restoration projects in the vicinity.

A4

Create Yeon Trailhead and trail
connector to Leif Erikson. This action
is listed in the plan for pedestrian only
use.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Short, steep
connector to Leif
Erikson from
Hwy 30
• Create a short
biking loop with
action A7

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.5 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: In advance of any new trail construction, we believe that the management tools identified in the Forest Park
Natural Resource Management Plan must be fully funded and implemented. Forest Park is a unique and irreplaceable
urban resource - it is critical that we not foster and/or encourage an increase of any recreational use without a much
stronger understanding of the recreational carrying capacity and ecological health of the natural resource. Funding and
implementation of the studies (wildlife, vegetation, and recreational use) and other management tools identified in the
Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan must be prioritized.

A5

Trail Share from Water Tank to Leif
Erikson off of NW Gordon

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Short connector
to/from Leif
Erikson away
from Thurman
Gate

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.05 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Given that this route is not currently open to cyclists, but represents a very short yet potentially useful
connection, we can support it. However, we believe that the management tools identified in the Forest Park Natural
Resource Management Plan must be fully funded and implemented in advance of any action. Forest Park is a unique and
irreplaceable urban resource - it is critical that we not foster and/or encourage an increase of any recreational use without a
much stronger understanding of the recreational carrying capacity and ecological health of the natural resource. Funding
and implementation of the studies (wildlife, vegetation, and recreational use) and other management tools identified in the
Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan must be prioritized.

A6

Extension of A4 – build a new trail to
the water tank by White Shield from
proposed NW Yeon Trailhead

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop
from NW Yeon
to Leif Erikson
• Contour trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.5 miles

Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: In advance of any new trail construction, we believe that the management tools identified in the Forest Park
Natural Resource Management Plan must be fully funded and implemented. Forest Park is a unique and irreplaceable
urban resource - it is critical that we not foster and/or encourage an increase of any recreational use without a much
stronger understanding of the recreational carrying capacity and ecological health of the natural resource. Funding and
implementation of the studies (wildlife, vegetation, and recreational use) and other management tools identified in the
Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan must be prioritized.

A7

Build new trail parallel to Leif
Erikson from approximately MP 1.75
to FL #1; connect with propose Yeon
Trail (A6) for connection to Thurman
Gate or White Shield

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop with
Leif Erikson
• Contour trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

2.0 miles

Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: In advance of any new trail construction, we believe that the management tools identified in the Forest Park
Natural Resource Management Plan must be fully funded and implemented in advance of any action. Forest Park is a
unique and irreplaceable urban resource - it is critical that we not foster and/or encourage an increase of any recreational
use without a much stronger understanding of the recreational carrying capacity and ecological health of the natural
resource. Funding and implementation of the studies (wildlife, vegetation, and recreational use) and other management
tools identified in the Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan must be prioritized.

A8

Build trail at Power Line Corridor
(called Fire Lane #4) location to
Saltzman Road.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Create a loop with
Saltzman Road
and Leif Erikson
at approximately
MP 5.25
• Connector from
HWY 30 to Leif
Erikson
• Fall line trail

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.5 miles

Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: In advance of any new trail construction, we believe that the management tools identified in the Forest Park
Natural Resource Management Plan must be funded and implemented in advance of any action. Forest Park is a unique
and irreplaceable urban resource - it is critical that we not foster and/or encourage an increase of any recreational use
without a much stronger understanding of the recreational carrying capacity and ecological health of the natural resource.
Funding and implementation of the studies (wildlife, vegetation, and recreational use) and other management tools
identified in the Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan must be prioritized.

A9

Saltzman Rd/FL 5 connector off of
Skyline Blvd.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Brings connection
into park
boundary

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.15 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Given that this route is not currently listed as open to cyclists, we believe that the management tools
identified in the Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan must be funded and implemented in advance of any
action. Forest Park is a unique and irreplaceable urban resource - it is critical that we not foster and/or encourage an
increase of any recreational use without a much stronger understanding of the recreational carrying capacity and ecological
health of the natural resource. Funding and implementation of the studies (wildlife, vegetation, and recreational use) and
other management tools identified in the Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan must be prioritized.

A10

Widen Shoulder on NW Skyline
Blvd. between Fire Lanes. This
action is controlled by Bureau of
Transportation.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connect FL #3
and #5
• Creates safer
route for park
users

Yellow (I support with reservations)

1.2 miles

All users

Red (I oppose)

Comments: Given that this would not fall within Forest Park, yet would create safer loop options for cyclists using
Forest Park, it makes sense for the City to pursue this option.

A11

Opening Tolinda Trail to cycling.
This trail is not listed or shown in the
plan.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connection with
Linnton
Neighborhood
• Connection to
Leif Erikson
from St. Johns
Bridge

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.75 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: There are a number of reasons why it does not make sense to open Tolinda to cyclists at this time. The
lowest common denominator for the vast majority of Forest Park’s users is walking. Given that there are numerous other
potential options for improving single track access in Forest Park, we do not believe it makes sense limit or otherwise alter
access for an existing use (walking) via shared and/or alternating use. We believe that there are better ways to address
demands for single track, even if they would not necessarily provide access in the short-term. It is important to note that
expediency of increased single track access should not come before other critical considerations. Beyond that, the Tolinda
trail is an extremely steep trail that would only be able to accommodate a limited numbers of off-road cycling enthusiasts
in its current alignment.

A12

Open and rebuild Gas Line Rd below
Leif Erikson Rd. to cycling. This trail
is not listed or shown in the plan.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

• Connection from
HWY 30 to Leif
Erikson at
approximately
MP 8
• Fall line trail
• Loop from Hwy
30 to Leif
Erikson to
Saltzman Rd

Yellow (I support with reservations)

.60 miles

Hiking &
Mountain
Biking

Red (I oppose)

Comments: This route would provide critical access to Forest Park for N. Portland cyclists. It could also represent a
critical portion of the 40-mile loop and the Westside Trail, providing an improved cycling route down to the St. Johns
Bridge. However, given that this route is not currently listed as open to cyclists, we believe that the management tools
identified in the Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan must be funded and implemented in advance of any
action.

A13

Open Fire Lane #7 to biking for
connection to Gasline Trail.

Circle One:
Green (I support)

•

All Users

Must stay at
present width

Yellow (I support with reservations)

Red (I oppose)

Comments: There are at least two reasons why we do not believe it makes sense to open Firelane 7 to cyclists at this
time. 1) It is currently the only route in Forest Park where equestrians are allowed and bicycles are not. Being that there
was no equestrian representation on this committee to endorse the change, it would not be appropriate to make this
recommendation. 2) It was clear that this is a type III review, which was not within the scope of this committee’s work.
Beyond that, all of the same caveats regarding management tools and actions would apply.

Management Actions and Recommendations
Complete a comprehensive wildlife and vegetative study to create a
baseline to be used for management decisions and to better understand
the park ecology
Complete a recreational users survey to provide baseline information
on usage and needs in the park
Create a Park Advisory Group to meet quarterly – purpose of the group
is to bring stakeholders together to coordinate around issues and
communication
Create volunteer foot and bike patrols
Decommission illegal trails
Develop and implement an outreach and education plan to increase
knowledge of trail etiquette and safety
Increase funding for multiple professional park rangers to ensure
adequate enforcement and compliance with park and trail use
guidelines
Fund construction of new trails
Fund ongoing operations and maintenance
Improve maps and signage at key points (entrances and intersections)
Monitor the impacts of trails on vegetation/wildlife/users
Create comprehensive trail plan for Forest Park

Committee
Support
yes

yes
mixed

yes
yes
yes
yes

mixed
yes
yes
yes
mixed

Please indicate your top three priorities for management of Forest Park:
1. Complete a comprehensive wildlife and vegetative study to create a baseline to be used
for management decisions and to better understand the park ecology.
2. Increase funding for multiple professional park rangers to ensure adequate enforcement
and compliance with park and trail use guidelines

3. Complete a recreational users survey to provide baseline information on usage and
needs in the park
4. Complete a recreational user survey to provide baseline information on usage and
needs in the park
5. Monitor the impacts of trails on vegetation/wildlife/users
Comments on management actions:
The Forest Park Conservancy feels that, at minimum, the five management actions and
recommendations listed above should be considered essential prerequisites for any
expansion of the recreational footprint – for any recreational use (including mountain
biking). The ecological health of Forest Park is FPC’s paramount concern, with any
recreational use considerations being secondary. We firmly believe that funding and
implementation of the studies (wildlife, vegetation, and recreational use) and other
management tools identified in the Forest Park Natural Resource Management Plan must
be prioritized.
Beyond that, we would like to reiterate comments first emphasized in the Forest Park
Conservancy’s white paper. The question of where to accommodate single track cycling
absolutely needs to be a citywide or perhaps regional consideration, as Forest Park alone
should not be expected to fulfill the demands of any individual recreational user group.
Forest Park is an unparalleled, irreplaceable urban resource, and it is critical that we not
foster and/or encourage any significant increase of recreational use without a much
stronger understanding of the recreational carrying capacity and ecological health of the
natural resource.

Committee Member: Stephen Hatfield, Forest Park Conservancy
Signed: _________________________________________________________________

Forest Park Off-Road Advisory Committee
Final Recommendations
The Minority Report
June 16, 2010

At the present time, we cannot support any of the choices as outlined in the
Majority Report to increase single track in Forest Park for four important reasons. Before
any actions go forward, we believe these need to be taken under consideration:
1) Voting practices were abruptly changed at the May 24th meeting, although
never previously agreed to by the committee. This significant alteration, as documented
by one committee member and verified by four additional members, effectively changed
the outcome of what is being recommended in the final Majority Report.
2) The Cycling Advisory Committee is not representative of the user groups of
Forest Park. Voices of many groups with a profound interest and stake in the park were
not heard nor represented. Specifically, there were no representatives of a running group,
a hiking group, a walking group, and equestrian group on the committee. Therefore, the
final outcome and recommendations put forth in the Majority Report do not, we believe,
constitute a true and unbiased analysis.
3) The recommendations as presently being expressed in the Majority Report are
not in keeping with the 1995 Forest Park Natural Resources Management Plan. The
required studies of wildlife and vegetation have not been done, therefore the “carrying
capacity” of the park remains unknown. Also, the required recreation surveys have not
been completed. These three studies must be completed before we feel Portland Parks
and Recreation should prescribe any increase in use of any kind. Scientists have stated to
Commissioner Fish that without this information, the health of the Park, its unique
interior forest habitat, and its watershed could be at stake.
4) The Medical Society of Metropolitan Portland, an organization of 1300
physicians, has written a unanimous position statement publicly asserting that allowing
single track cycling on Forest Park pedestrian trails is a safety hazard:
“We as physicians see the shared use of these narrow trails as hazardous to both
pedestrians and cyclists. Because these dangers are inherently obvious, as has happened
elsewhere, pedestrians would begin to avoid these shar4ed trails reducing their options
for recreation and exercise. We ask that the current restrictions regarding cycling on the
narrow trails in Forest Park remain as they were wisely written.”
From the letter of Medical Society of Metropolitan Portland to the City
Commissioners of Portland, June 1, 2010

We wish to go on record saying that we agree with this view, and thoroughly
oppose allowing narrow, pedestrian trails, under the 8 foot wide minimum as required in
the 1995 Forest Park Natural Resources Management Plan, to be converted to “shared
use” in Forest Park. This would effect and include the Majority Report’s recommended
option, Tolinda Trail, and also its recommendations to “regreen” fire lanes if that
includes narrowing existing fire lanes to single track specifications. We believe that any
narrowing the park’s fire lanes would inhibit the safety response necessary by Portland
Fire and Rescue.
We believe that the City and perhaps even this committee could be held liable for
accidents occurring in Forest Park between cyclists and pedestrians on narrow trails with
limited line of sight (as all trails in Forest Park are). Children, grandparents, and disabled
and blind users – many of whom expressed in writing Commissioner Fish of their
concerns -- have a right to be able to walk safely and not worry what may be coming
around the corner at them.
For these four reasons, it should be noted that at the May 24, 2010 Cycling
Advisory Committee meeting, we proposed a moratorium on any of these trails being
recommended until the studies --as required by the Forest Park Natural Resources
Management Plan—have been completed. Then, once the requisite research has been
conducted and properly analyzed, we proposed that the committee reconvene and
continue this discussion resting on a platform of science.
We furthermore expressed that once the carrying capacity of the park has been
documented and it is shown that additional trails and usage do not cause significant harm
to the resource, then some of these options as recommended in the Majority Report could
go forward and potentially be constructed -- such as the Yeon Trail, which would be built
for cyclists alone, and separated from pedestrians. The option of separating use could
then be based on a policy of user safety, as outlined by the Medical Society of
Metropolitan Portland.
However, at the May 24 meeting, when the committee took a vote on the above
proposal, only two members -- Les Blaize and Marcy Houle – voted for the moratorium.
The motion thereby failed. Further, when each trail individually was put to a vote to the
committee, only Les Blaize and Marcy Houle voted to oppose each option, for the
reasons previously stated. Resultantly, all the recommendations specified in the Majority
Report passed by a majority vote.
This Minority Report wishes to make clear that consensus was never reached on
any of the recommended trails being put forward in the Majority Report. We believe it is
important that Commissioner Fish, Superintendent Santner, and the citizens of Portland
understand that some members on the committee truly feel there should be a moratorium
on increasing park use of any kind, until the requisite studies – as detailed in the Forest
Park Natural Resources Management Plan -- are completed, and, furthermore, that safety
is considered foremost in any proffered recommendation.
Forest Park is too special a place, cherished more than sixty years by thousands of
Oregonians, to warrant anything less than setting a high bar for any new precedent that
could impact its future for generations to come.

By Les Blaize and Marcy Houle
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